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"Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The troublemakers.
The round pegs in the square holes. The ones who see things differently.
They’re not fond of rules. And they have no respect for the status quo. You
can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them. About the only
thing you can’t do is ignore them. Because they change things. They push
the human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones,
we see genius. Because the people who are crazy enough to think they
can change the world, are the ones who do."
Rob Siltanen

Abstract
The highly structured process of breathing is controlled by automatic respiratory centers
in the brainstem, which signal to a specialized group of motor neurons in the cervical
spinal cord that constitute the phrenic nerves. In mammals, the thoracic diaphragm that
separates the thorax from the abdomen adopts the function of the primary respiratory
musculature. Faithful innervation by the phrenic nerves is therefore a prerequisite for
the functionality of this highly specialized musculature and thus, ultimately, the viability
of the entire organism. Here, we employed a genetic approach to investigate the in-
volvement of the Sema3-Npn-1 signaling pathway during phrenic nerve targeting and
fasciculation, as well as during establishment of the diaphragm.
We utilized mouse lines in which either the binding site of Npn-1 for class 3 Sema-
phorins was mutated systemically (Npn-1Sema-), or in which Npn-1 was removed selec-
tively from somatic motor neurons (Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre) by tissue-specific activity of
Cre-recombinase. Whole-mount immunohistochemistry revealed initial defasciculation
of phrenic motor axons within the brachial plexus at developmental stage E10.5. Inter-
estingly, the axons refasciculated and formed one distinct nerve bundle before reach-
ing the primordial diaphragm, the pleuroperitoneal fold, at E11.5 in both mutant mouse
lines. During the development of the costal muscles of the diaphragm, Sholl analysis
revealed increased defasciculation of the phrenic nerve branches which persisted until
the end of primary myogenesis at E16.5 and beyond. Additionally, significantly more
axons extended into the central tendon region (CTR) of the diaphragm at all investigated
embryonic stages when compared to littermate controls. Intriguingly, we observed for-
mation of ectopic muscles patches within the CTR that were innervated bymisprojecting
axons in both mutant mouse lines. We therefore asked whether ectopic muscle devel-
opment was a direct result of manipulating Sema3A-Npn-1 signaling, or a secondary
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effect regarding interaction of ectopically migrating phrenic axons and muscle progen-
itor cells (MPCs). To elucidate the underlying mechanisms of ectopic recruitment of
MPCs to the CTR, we focused on the Slit-Robo signaling pathway, which is employed
by motor neurons during axon targeting and bundling, and was shown to be involved in
targeted MPC migration at later developmental stages in Drosophila. We showed that
Slit2 and it’s corresponding Robo receptors are expressed in phrenic motor neurons
and migrating MPCs during diaphragm development and innervation, respectively. In
vitro chemotaxis experiments revealed an attractive effect of Slit1 and Slit2 onto primary
MPCs, while Sema3A acts strongly repulsive.
Taken together, our data indicate that Sema3A-Npn-1 signaling cell-autonomously
influences phrenic nerve growth and targeting, while aberrant muscle formation in the
CTR of the diaphragm may be triggered by ectopically invading axons, independently
of the Sema3A-Npn-1 signaling pathway. Thus, we postulate an influence of factors
released by motor neuron growth cones on the migration properties of myoblasts dur-
ing establishment of the diaphragm. Conditional genetic approaches may prove the
interdependency of motor axon growth cones and myoblast progenitor cells for faithful
establishment of neuromuscular connectivity during embryonic development.
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Zusammenfassung
Der hochstrukturierte Atmungsprozess wird durch respiratorische Zentren imStammhirn
gesteuert, die Signale zu spezialisierten Motorneuronen im zervikalen Rückenmark
weiterleiten und die phrenischen Nerven bilden, automatisch gesteuert. Das Zwerchfell
trennt in Säugetieren den Thorax vom Abdomen ab und übernimmt die Funktion des
primären Atemmuskels. Die korrekte Innervierung durch die phrenischen Nerven ist
somit eine Voraussetzung für die Funktionalität dieses hochspezialisierten Muskels und
sichert die Überlebensfähigkeit des gesamten Organismus. In dieser Arbeit verwende-
ten wir genetische Modellsysteme, um die Beteiligung des Sema3-Npn-1 Signalweges
während der Projektion und der Faszikulierung der phrenischen Nerven sowie der Bil-
dung des Zwerchfelles zu analysieren.
Hierfür untersuchten wir zwei verschiedene Mauslinien, in denen zum einen die
Bindungsstelle von Npn-1 für Semaphorine der Klasse 3 mutiert wurde (Npn-1Sema-),
und zum anderen Npn-1 selektiv in Motorneuronen durch gewebespezifische Aktivität
von Cre-Rekombinase entfernt wurde (Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre). Im Entwicklungsstadium
E10.5 zeigten immunohistochemische Färbungen von ganzen Embryonen eine Defas-
zikulierung von phrenischen Motoraxonen im brachialen Plexus. Interessanterweise
refaszikulierten die Axone und bildeten ausgeprägte Nervenbündel, bevor sie das pri-
mitive Zwerchfell (pleuroperitoneale Falten) bei E11.5 erreichten. Während der Entwick-
lung der kostalen Muskeln des Zwerchfells zeigte eine Shollanalyse eine erhöhte De-
faszikulierung der phrenischen Nervenverzweigungen, die bis zum Ende der primären
Myogenese bei E16.5 andauerte. Zusätzlich wuchsen im Vergleich zu Kontrollem-
bryos signifikant mehr Axone bei allen untersuchten Embryonalstadien in die zentrale
Sehnenregion (CTR) des Zwerchfelles ein. Faszinierenderweise konnten wir die Bil-
dung von innervierten ektopischen Muskeln in der CTR in beiden mutanten Mauslinien
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beobachten. Wir stellten uns die Frage, ob die Entwicklung von ektopischenMuskeln di-
rekt durch die Manipulation des Sema3A-Npn-1 Signalweges bedingt wurde oder durch
einen sekundären Effekt, der auf der Interaktion von ektopisch projizierenden phre-
nischen Axonen und Muskelvorläuferzellen (MPCs) beruht. Um den zugrunde liegen-
den Mechanismus der ektopischen Rekrutierung von MPCs in die CTR aufklären zu
können, haben wir uns auf den Slit-Robo Signalweg konzentriert, der während der
Zielfindung und Faszikulierung von Motorneuron zum Einsatz kommt und des Wei-
teren in die zielgerichtete Bewegung von MPCs in späteren Entwicklungsstadion der
Drosophila involviert ist. Wir konnten zeigen, dass Slit2 und sein korrespondieren-
der Robo Rezeptor in Motorneuronen des phrenischen Nervs bzw. in migrierenden
MPCs, während der Entwicklung und Innervation des Zwerchfells exprimiert ist. In vitro
Chemotaxisexperimente zeigten eine anziehenden Effekt von Slit1 und Slit2 auf MPCs
während Sema3A stark abstoßend wirkte.
Zusammengefasst zeigen unsere Daten, dass der Sema3A-Npn-1 Signalweg zell-
autonom Wachstum und Zielfindung der phrenischen Nerven beeinflusst, während die
abnormale Bildung von Muskel in der CTR des Zwerchfells möglicherweise durch ek-
topisch einwachsende Axone, unabhängig des Sema3A-Npn-1 Signalweges, ausgelöst
wird. Somit postulieren wir, dass durch denWachstumskegel der Motorneuronen freige-
setzte Faktoren das Migrationsverhalten von Myoblasten während der Ausbildung des
Zwerchfells beeinflussen können. Konditionalgenetische Herangehensweisen könnten
die gegenseitige Abhängigkeit zwischen den Wachstumskegeln der Motorneuronen
und Muskelvorläuferzellen, die in die genaue Etablierung der neuromuskulären Kon-
nektivität während der embryonalen Entwicklung involviert sind, aufklären.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The establishment of breathing
Most tetrapods, and all dipnoi and pulmonates, rely on direct oxygen exchange by lungs
or lung variations (Brainerd, 1999; Jordaens et al., 2007; Perry et al., 2001). Breathing
is indispensable for all higher organisms due to the requirement of molecular oxygen
for synthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from adenosine diphosphate by phos-
phorylation as a chemical energy source. Diseases that directly or indirectly impair
breathing in humans either cause longterm disability and pain or can ultimately result
in lethality of the organism. Sources of respiratory diseases can be (developmental)
genetic defects (Crone et al., 2012), bacterial or viral infections (De et al., 2001; Edel-
stein, 1982), or severe trauma of the hindbrain or the cervical spinal cord which cause
a complete rupture of respiratory sensory and/or motor axon tracts. Breathing can
be hierarchically divided in three distinct centers: rhythm patterning in the brainstem,
phrenic/intercostal/abdominal motor neurons (MNs) and finally the innervated muscu-
lature, which create the physical force of inspiration and expiration.
1.1.1 Ryhthm patterning in the brainstem
Rhythmic movements, like swimming, running, breathing or flying, were long thought
to purely rely on monosynaptic reflex arcs (Marder and Bucher, 2001). Graham Brown
postulated over 100 years ago, that cats keep rhythmic respiration even when periph-
eral reflexes are completely abolished during deep anesthesia (Brown, 1914). These
neuronal networks, which produce rhythmic action potentials, are nowadays referred to
1
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as central pattern generators (CPGs). The respiratory system (RS) of the brain con-
sists of several of these highly specialized CPGs, which contain expiratory, inspiratory
and rhythm-generating neurons (Benarroch, 2007a,b). The nucleus of the solitary tract
(NST) forwards sensory information (pH and O2/CO2 levels) of the periphery to regula-
tory centers like the parafacial respiratory group or retrotrapezoid nucleus (pFRG/RTN)
or the pontine respiratory group (PRG), which is an arrangement of the Kölliker-Fuse
nucleus (KF) and the lateral parabrachial subgroup (LPBr). While the Bötzinger com-
plex (BötC) and the pre-Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC) refine signals prior transmission
to terminal CPGs, the pre-BötC creates the rhythmic signal of breathing. Finally, the
terminal rostral inspiratory ventral respiratory group (rVRG) and the caudal respiratory
ventral respiratory group (cVRG) provide the ultimate signal for cervical, thoracic and
abdominal MNs (Figure 1.1) (Alheid and McCrimmon, 2008; Janczewski and Feldman,
2006; Onimaru and Homma, 2003).
CPGs like the (sub)parabrachial Kölliker-fuse complex (PKFC) and lateral para-
brachial subgroup (LPbr) in the dorsolateral pons are mainly involved in inspiratory-
expiratory phase transitions of breathing by modulating inspiratory off-switch (IOS) me-
chanism (Bautista and Dutschmann, 2014; Berger, 1977; Dutschmann and Herbert,
2006). This IOS might also have physiological reasons, like swallowing or pathophysi-
ological causes, i.e. lesions of the hindbrain, which can lead to complete apnea (Bonis
et al., 2011).
Pacemaker neurons that provide the oscillatory signal for the RS are located in the
pre-BötC (Smith et al., 1991). 50 to 500 of these highly interconnected neurons gen-
erate approximately every 5 sec an action potential (AP) burst, which results in around
18.000 respirations per day in humans (Butera et al., 1999a,b). The BötC is located
rostral to the pre-BötC, which contains, in contrast to the pre-BötC, expiratory neurons
that inhibit mono-synaptically phrenic motor neurons (pMNs), sensory neurons of the
dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and neurons in the rostral VRG (Merrill and Fedorko, 1984;
Merrill et al., 1983; Tian et al., 1999).
2
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of CPGs within the hindbrain that are involved in mam-
malian breathing.
Breathing is highly regulated by neuronal circuits in the brainstem, which is comprised of several
specified CPGs. The CPGs of the RS are located in the pontine respiratory group (PRG), the
nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) and the rostral and caudal ventrolateral respiratory groups
(VRG), the Bötzinger complex (BötC), (pre-)Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC) and the parafacial
respiratory group or retrotrapezoid nucleus (pFRG/RTN), which together compose the ventrolat-
eral respiratory column (VRC). NA: nucleus ambiguous, V:motor trigemal nucleus, VII: facial nu-
cleus, XII: hypoglossal motor nucleus, VRC: bentral respiratory column. Modified and adapted
from (Ballanyi et al., 2010; Benarroch, 2007b; Bianchi et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2013).
Caudal to BötC and pre-BötC, two groups of inhibitory and excitatory neurons are
situated, namely the rostral and caudal VRG (Hayakawa et al., 2004). While the rostral
VRG consists of inspiratory neurons, the caudal VRG is comprised mainly of expiratory
neurons (Alheid and McCrimmon, 2008). Rostral VRG neuron activity is regulated by
excitatory pre-BötC neurons and expiratory neurons of the BötC that interconnect to
MNs of the phrenic nerves (PNs) which innervate the thoracic diaphragm (Smith et al.,
2013). During expiration, caudal VRG neurons excite MNs at thoracic and lumbar spinal
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levels, which innervate intercostal and abdominal muscles (Smith et al., 2013).
Sensory information from pulmonarymechanoreceptors, chemoreceptors of the vas-
cular system and visceral sensory neurons are accumulated within the NTS and for-
warded to the PRG (Alheid et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2013). Furthermore, anterograde
tracings provide evidence of neuronal projections towards higher brain centers, i.e. hy-
pothalamus, amygdala or various other forebrain areas (Ricardo and Koh, 1978).
Figure 1.2: Simplified neuronal circuitry of CPGs within the hindbrain.
The respiratory center of the brainstem in mammalians receives sensory information of the
periphery and higher brain centers. The rhythmic patterning of the pre-BötC is modified by an
inhibitory circuitry with the BötC which finally deliver either an inspiratory (rVRG) or an expiratory
(cVRG) signal to intercostal, diaphragm and abdominal innervating MNs. Modified and adapted
from (Ballanyi et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2013).
All CPGs of the RS are highly cross-linked to provide a proper adaptation for chang-
ing physiological conditions (Figure 1.2). Sensory information, like O2 and CO2 concen-
trations or mechanoreceptors of the airway system, are received by afferent projecting
4
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neurons of the vagal nerve in the upper airways (nasopharyxn, oropharynx, larynx and
extrathoracic trachea) and the lower airways (trachea and lungs) (Kubin et al., 2006;
Sant’Ambrogio et al., 1995).
Interestingly, besides the metabolic factor of breathing, its frequency is also influ-
enced by emotions in mammalians. Such emotions might be rage or fear (Boiten,
1994), where subconscious enhancement of breathing compensates the higher oxygen
requirement for subsequent probable escape. In contrast, several human cultures es-
tablished conscious breathing techniques like Indo Tibetan Yoga, to actively reduce de-
pression, post-traumatic disorders or anxiety (Brown and Gerbarg, 2009). Furthermore,
anatomical and physiological adaptation, together with conscious control of breathing,
facilitated the evolution of speech in humans approximately 1.6 million to 100,000 years
ago (MacLarnon and Hewitt, 1999).
1.1.2 The phrenic motor nucleus in the brachial spinal cord
Efferent projection axons from the RS of the hindbrain innervate MNs that provide the
signal for costal as well as abdominal muscles. Furthermore, mammalians have devel-
oped an additional breathing specific muscle, namely the thoracic diaphragm, which is
mainly innervated by MNs in the phrenic nucleus (Philippidou et al., 2012). In the last
two decades, genetic approaches have revealed several important transcription factors
that are required for MN proliferation, sorting and specification (Davis-Dusenbery et al.,
2014; Jessell, 2000).
The initial fate of developing neurons to specific interneurons or MNs is determined
by opposing gradients of Sonic hedgehog (Shh) and/or members of the bone mor-
phogenic proteins (Bmp) or wingless-type MMTV integration site family (Wnt) (Jessell,
2000). While Shh is released from the notochord and the floorplate, Bmps and Wnts
are released from cells within the roofplate (Figure 1.3A). Those ligands have distinct
functions during the specification of various types of neurons. Ectoderm derived fac-
tors like BMP4 or BMP7 mediate the specification of dorsal progenitor cells towards
interneurons (Liem et al., 1995). In contrast, low concentrations of Shh, which is re-
leased by the floorplate, drives the specification of late born progenitor cells into MNs
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(Ericson et al., 1996; Pfaff et al., 1996). Beside ligands that act in a dorsal-ventral axis,
retinoic acid (RA), which is released in the somites, positively influences the specifica-
tion of somatic MNs by the activation of momentous transcription factors (Maden, 2007;
Novitch et al., 2003). These well-defined extracellular signals initialize an orchestrated
sequence of transcription factor upregulation (Pax6, Olig2, Nkx6.1 and Nkx6.2) that
specify somatic MNs (Lu et al., 2002; Novitch et al., 2001). The expression onset of
the terminal transcription factor motor neuron and pancreas homebox 1 (Mnx1 or Hb9)
defines the determination of post-mitotic MNs during their migration from the midline
towards the ventrolateral position (Arber et al., 1999; Tanabe et al., 1998).
Figure 1.3: Specification of somatic MNs during development of the spinal cord.
Somatic MNs arise from a specific progenitor zone in the ventral part of the spinal cord. This
specification of MNs is encouraged by the release of Sonic hedgehog (Shh) from the notochord
and the floorplate (A). Shh induces a transcriptional sequence which finally results in a Hb9+ pro-
genitor MN pool. During developmental progression, MNs form columns which later project to
their final muscular targets (B). D: dorsal, V: ventral, M:medial, L: lateral. Modified and adapted
from (Davis-Dusenbery et al., 2014; Jessell, 2000; Philippidou et al., 2012).
Somatic MNs form columns within the spinal cord in respect to their subsequent
innervation target (Figure 1.3B). Brachial or lumbar MNs that project to the limbs ex-
press the forkhead transcription factor P1 (FoxP1) and are located in the lateral motor
columns (LMC) (Dasen et al., 2008). MNs which later innervate axial musculature ex-
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press the transcription factors Isl1 as well as Lim3 and are combined to medial motor
column (MMC) (Thor et al., 1999), MNs within the phrenic motor column (PMC) express
Isl1 and the POU domain, class 3, transcription factor Pou3f1 (also known as Scip or
Oct6) (Philippidou et al., 2012).
Scip, which is a specificmarker of MNs in the PMC, is expressed in the cervical levels
C3 to C6 in and respiratory centers of the brain stem in mice (Bermingham et al., 1996).
In rats, retrograde labeling from the PNs revealed that the main population of neurons in
the phrenic nucleus is localized between spinal levels C3 and C5 (Mantilla et al., 2009).
The specification of Scip+ MNs relies on the two homebox transcriptions factors Hoxa5
and Hoxc5, which influence column formation, axonal branching of phrenic nerve axons
in the diaphragm, and MN survival during embryonic development (Philippidou et al.,
2012). Systemic deletion of Scip results in a reduction of the breathing frequency, which
is caused by a lack of final wrapping of axonal myelin sheets (Bermingham et al., 1996;
Jaegle et al., 1996).
Thus, the tight regulation of somatic MN specification and their subsequent organi-
zation in specific columns are the prerequisite for a faithful innervation of later forming
muscles.
1.1.3 Phrenic nerve outgrowth and innervation of the primordial
diaphragm
After the specification of somatic MNs in the ventral horn of the spinal cord, axons be-
gin to extend towards their target sites. In mice, PNs separate bilaterally from limb
innervating motor nerves and form two distinct branches at developmental stage E10.5
(Figure 1.4A). One day later, PNs project between the primitive heart and lung to-
wards the liver and have reached the pleuroperitoneal folds (PPFs), which mark the
primordial diaphragm structures (Figure 1.4B and Figure 6A). By developmental stage
E12.5, PN axons start to form three distinct branches towards their final muscle tar-
gets (Figure 1.4C and Figure 6B). Diaphragm musculature is innervated in a distinct
topographical manner. While dorsal costal myofibers are innervated by more rostral
pMNs, the ventral proportion is innervated by pMNs in the rostral PMC (Laskowski and
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Sanes, 1987). During subsequent development, PNs form secondary and tertiary axon
branches at the midline of both muscle proportions (Figure 1.4D) (Allan and Greer,
1997; Greer et al., 1999). At the time of targeting and sophisticated innervation of the
diaphragm by PN axons, a plentitude of axon guidance/bundling molecules like Gap43
(growth associated protein 43), Ngfr (nerve growth factor receptor) and Ncam (neuronal
adhesion molecules) are strongly expressed by phrenic motor neurons (pMNs) (Allan
and Greer, 1997; Cremer et al., 1997; Lee et al., 1992; Strittmatter et al., 1995).
Figure 1.4: Phrenic nerve outgrowth and targeting of the PPF.
Whole mount antibody staining of wildtype mouse embryos against neurofilament. At E10.5,
the PNs exit the spinal cord between cervical levels C3 to C5 and forms bilateral nerves within
the brachial plexus (A, arrow). One day later, at E11.5, PN projections (B, arrow) have formed
a distinct nerve bundle exiting the brachial plexus and targeting the developing diaphragm (B,
dashed line). At E12.5, each PN (C, arrow) branches into three distinct nerve bundles (C, arrow
heads), which later bilaterally innervate the costal and crural muscles of the diaphragm (D,
arrow). H: heart, Li: Liver, CTR: central tendon region, CrM: crural muscle, CoM: costal muscle.
Scale bar: 200 μm.
1.2 Somitic origin of the thoracic diaphragm
Breathing of mammalians is highly optimized when compared to other living tetrapods
due to the large pulmonic surface of the lungs in combination with a specified thoracic
diaphragmmuscle, which provides amechanical source for forced ventilation (Hirasawa
and Kuratani, 2013). The current opinion of diaphragm evolution is based on two ma-
jor steps: First, diaphragm muscle progenitor cells (MPCs) arise from cervical somites
which lie caudally to limb somites and form a primitive diaphragm. During evolution,
forelimbs translocated, together with a primitive diaphragm, caudally in mammalians.
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Second, a spatial controlled genetic development of the pulmonary system occured in
mammalian cynodonts (a Jurassic mammaliaform) (Hirasawa and Kuratani, 2013).
Somites are segments of paraxial mesoderm which are formed from cells of the pre-
somitic mesoderm (PSM). It was shown that oscillating gene expression of the chicken
hairy homologue 1 (c-hairy1) in an antero-posterior manner is involved in somitogenesis
(Palmeirim et al., 1997). The expression of c-hairy1 and other genes, which are involved
in oscillating gene expression like Hes1 or Her1, depend on the Notch-Delta signaling
pathway (Rida et al., 2004; Saga and Takeda, 2001). After successful separation of
the somites from the PSMs, somitic cells begin to differentiate over the dorsoventral
axis into the main structures, namely the dermomyotome, myotome, syndetome and
the sclerotome. All epaxial, hypaxial and some facial muscles arise from the dermomy-
otomes (Scaal and Christ, 2004).
1.2.1 Muscle precursor specification, proliferation and differenti-
ation
The specification of the dermomyotomes (DM) partially depends onmembers of theWnt
family (Wnt1, Wnt3a, Wnt4 and Wnt6) (Figure 1.5), which was shown for co-cultures of
PSM explants and Wnt expressing COS (CV-1 in Origin with SV40 genes) cells (Fan
et al., 1997). While members of the Wnt family, which are released from the dorsal
neural tube (Wnt1 and Wnt3a) or the dorsal ectoderm (Wnt4 and Wnt6), promote de-
velopment of the DM, Shh, which is released by the notochord, influences the ventral
development towards the sclerotome (Fan et al., 1997). Analysis of Wnt1/Wnt3a double
mutant mouse embryos revealed the importance of this signaling for proper develop-
ment of medial DM and further differentiation of MPCs by the suppression of noggin or
engrailed 1 (En1) (Ikeya and Takada, 1998).
After full formation of the DM within the dorsal proportion of the somite, the major-
ity of primitive progenitor cells express the two paired box transcriptions factors Pax3
and Pax7 (Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2005). The medial DM is also the major source of
highly proliferative and unspecified MPCs, which later migrate to all precise target sites
(Gros et al., 2005). One of the earliest genes that positively influence initial proliferation
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are sine oculis-related homeobox (Six) 1 and Six4, as simultaneous genetic depletion
leads to a significant reduction of DM size in mice (Grifone et al., 2005). Furthermore,
temporal silencing of Six1a and Six1b in zebrafish with morpholinos showed a similar
reduction of proliferation of Pax7+ MPCs (Nord et al., 2013). Beside such essential tran-
scription factors, extracellular proteins, like Fgf4 (fibroblast growth factor 4) or Wnt3a,
that increase proliferation of MPCs in the DM, also hold an important role for the creation
of MPCs by the upregulation of Pax3 and Pax7 (Galli et al., 2004; Kahane et al., 2001).
Proliferation of Pax3+ cells in the medial DM is tightly regulated by dorsal ectoderm-
derived Bmp4, as its depletion leads to a premature cell-cycle exit and initiation of the
myogenic cascade by the upregulation of the transcription factor MyoD1 (myogenic dif-
ferentiation 1) (Amthor et al., 1999). Thus, it is obvious that the consistent proliferation
of MPCs is essential to provide sufficient cells for later fusion and elongation of MPCs
to multinucleated myofibers during each myogenic wave.
Figure 1.5: Development of the dermomyotome and its anatomy.
Specification of different somite compartments is tightly orchestrated by various molecules.
While members of the Wnt or Bmp family are responsible for the dorsalization of the somites,
Shh is involved in the formation of ventral structures by directly inducing differentiation and block-
ing of dorsal-derived Wnt signaling. Modified and adapted from (von Maltzahn et al., 2012).
Subsequent a highly proliferative phase, progenitor cells undergo an orchestrated
genetic program of myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs) during the formation of the my-
otome out of the dorsolateral (DLL) and the ventrolateral lip (VLL) of the DM (Bentzinger
et al., 2012). These MRFs consist of the basic helix loop helix (bHLH) transcription fac-
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torsMyoD1, Myf5 (Myogenic factor 5), MyoG (Myogenin) andMrf4 (Myogenic regulatory
factor 4) that differentially influence various aspects of muscle differentiation (Pownall
et al., 2002) and their transcriptional activity is tightly modulated by a complex forma-
tion with Tcf12 (transcription factor 12) during differentiation of MPCs (Hu et al., 1992;
Londhe and Davie, 2011). One significant drawback of understanding muscle develop-
ment in detail is the complex reciprocal regulation of MRFs. Remarkably, Shh, which
initially represses Pax3 expression to favor upregulation of Pax1 in the PSM, mediates
the expression of the Pax3 downstream targets MyoD1 and Myf5 during early differ-
entiation of MPCs (Kahane et al., 2013). Following this initial activation of the MRF
cascade, Myf5 activates, by binding directly to the bHLH promoter site, MyoG, which in
turn initiates the expression of Mrf4 (Naidu et al., 1995; Yee and Rigby, 1993). Finally,
MRFs upregulate (directly or indirectly) muscle specific sarcomeric proteins, like Acta1
(actin, alpha 1, skeletal muscle), Des (Desmin) or Myh1 (myosin, heavy polypeptide
1, skeletal muscle, adult) (Chen et al., 2010; Kassar-Duchossoy et al., 2004; Venuti
et al., 1995). Even if MRFs can partially compensate each other, e.g. genetic deletion
of MyoG in mice leads a severe loss, fusion deficit or misalignment of myofibers of the
musculature, depending on the axial location of individual muscles (Nabeshima et al.,
1993). Furthermore, posttranscriptional regulatory mechanisms that cause a cell-cycle
exit are controlled by microRNAs (miRs) (Chen et al., 2010; Crist et al., 2009; Dey et al.,
2011; Koutsoulidou et al., 2011). In example, miR-1, miR-206 and miR-486 can drive
satellite cells or C2C12 cells towards a myogenic program in vitro by blocking Pax7 ex-
pression and therewith initiate differentiation (Chen et al., 2010; Dey et al., 2011).
Hence, the spatiotemporal up- or downregulation of genes that either influence cell
proliferation or differentiation during development is crucial for the proper formation of
muscles at their target locations.
1.2.2 Migration ofmuscle progenitor cells towards their target sites
In contrast to epaxial muscles of the back, MPCs of the lateral trunk, limbs and also the
diaphragm have to migrate over long distances to reach their final position (Nabeshima
et al., 1993). Silencing of MRFs during migration is crucial for the proper formation of
individual muscles. It was shown that Msx1 (msh homeobox 1 or Hox7) is dominantly
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suppressing Pax3 activity by direct competition during delamination and migration of
MPCs into avian limb buds (Bendall et al., 1999). Pax3, together with Pax7, are the
earliest genetic markers during muscle development and have distinct function during
developmental progression of the musculature. While Pax3 is specifically expressed in
cells of the DLL and VLL, Pax7 is present in the DM and myotome (Amthor et al., 1999;
Kahane et al., 2013). Spontaneous mutations of Pax3 (Pax3Sp) in mice leads to a dis-
ruption of MPC migration into the limb buds during development (Bober et al., 1994).
Furthermore, genetic replacement of Pax3 by Pax7 mimics the loss-of-function of Pax3
and shows that Pax3 and Pax7 are functionally not redundant (Relaix et al., 2004).
This inhibition of cell migration is most likely provoked by the downregulation of the
receptor c-Met (met proto-oncogene), as Pax3 can directly regulate c-Met expression
(Epstein et al., 1996). C-Met deficient mice form normal Pax3+ DMs at all spine levels,
but MPCs fail to migrate into the developing limb buds (Bladt et al., 1995). Moreover,
delamination from the VLL by c-Met-dependent signaling is also essential for the de-
velopment of the thoracic diaphragm and some facial muscles, like the orbicularis oculi
of the eye, or the longitudinalis linguae of the tongue (Bladt et al., 1995; Dietrich et al.,
1999; Prunotto et al., 2004). The only currently known ligand of c-Met is SF/HGF (scat-
ter facor/hepatocyte growth factor) (Organ and Tsao, 2011) and ectopic application of
SF/HGF at interlimb levels of chicken embryos can induce delamination of Pax3+ cells
(Brand-Saberi et al., 1996). During normal development of limb buds, SF/HGF is proba-
bly upregulated by Fgf2, which is released by cells in the apical ectodermal ridge (AER)
(Fallon et al., 1994), as ectopic release of Fgf2 mimics the results of SF/HGF beats at
interlimb levels (Heymann et al., 1996). Furthermore, SF/HGF blocks the upregulation
of MyoD1 in migrating MPCs, which keeps them in a consistent migratory state (Scaal
et al., 1999). Interestingly, systemic overexpression of SF/HGF leads to ectopic muscle
formation and deformation of the spinal cord that finally results in paralysis within the
first weeks after birth (Takayama et al., 1996).
Another essential factor for MPCs migration towards distant targets is the conserved
transcription factor Lbx1 (ladybird homeobox homolog 1) which is strongly expressed in
MPCs of the VLL and during their migration towards their final targets (Jagla et al., 1998;
Martin and Harland, 2006; Mennerich et al., 1998). Lbx1 expression is mainly initialized,
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with an intermediate step of Pax3, by Six1 and Six4 (Grifone et al., 2005). Interestingly,
contrary to c-Met or SF/HGF knock outmice, systemic or conditional (Myf5-Cre) deletion
of Lbx1 is only affecting migration of dorsal forelimb and all hindlimb MPCs at limb
levels as well as some myogenic precursor cells of the hypoglossal cord (Brohmann
et al., 2000; Schäfer and Braun, 1999; Watanabe et al., 2011), while ventrally migrating
MPCs, including the diaphragm and the tongue, are not affected (Gross et al., 2000).
However, no definite mechanism is currently known that specifically directs MPCs of
the diaphragm.
1.2.3 Fusion of myoblasts and formation of neuromuscular junc-
tions
Cell-cell fusion is essential for a variety of different tissues. For example, haematopoi-
etic stem cells within the bone-marrow fuse to hepatocytes that can support to regen-
erate liver tissue in fumarylacetoactate hydrolase (Fah) deficient mice (Vassilopoulos
et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003). Moreover, mononucleated bone-marrow-derived cells
are able to fuse with embryonic stem cells (ESCs) in vitro and transplantation of these
fused cells into the spleen of mice induced chondrocytes and striated muscle cell dif-
ferentiation in vitro (Terada et al., 2002). Despite these regenerative events of cell-cell
fusion, one of the most important mechanisms for all organisms with muscular loco-
motion is the fusion of myocytes to myofibers. This fusion cascade consists of cell-cell
recognition, cell-cell adhesion, cellular alignment, and, finally, fusion of the lipid bilayers
via pore formation and recycling of membrane vesicles in other cellular compartments
(Rochlin et al., 2010). Each step during myocyte fusion is tightly regulated by different
receptors and intracellular signaling mechanisms.
Currently, no specific mechanisms are known that direct the primary recognition
of two myocytes prior myofiber fusion. The spatiotemporal arrangement of Drosophila
founder cells (FCs) and fusion competent myoblasts (FCMs)may have an important role
for the initiation of cell fusion in a two-phase model (Beckett and Baylies, 2007). Within
the first stage, FCs and FCMs tightly condense without high fusion rates. During the
second stage, FCMs separate from each other and start to fuse. Nevertheless, a possi-
ble candidate which regulates myocyte fusion might be the recognition/adhesion protein
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Dumbfounded (Duf) due to its constricted regulation during fusion (Beckett and Baylies,
2007; Menon et al., 2005). An essential intermediate step before cell-cell adhesion re-
lies on the expression of RhoE, as it provokes the elongation and alignment of C2C12
myogenic cells prior fusion by modulating M-cadherin, RhoA (ras homolog family mem-
ber A) and RockI (Rho-associated coiled-coil containing protein kinase 1) expression
(Fortier et al., 2008). Furthermore, the morphology of cardiomyocytes influences the
prepatterning of the sarcomere before fusion (Bray et al., 2008). In addition, conditional
deletion of the small GTPases Rac1 (RAS-related C3 botulinum substrate 1) and Cdc42
(cell division cycle 42) in migrating myoblast during development by Lbx1-Cre results in
a profound reduction of myocyte fusion, which could be correlated to a downregulation
of Vinculin, F-actin and Vasp (vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein) (Vasyutina et al.,
2009). During the last step of myofiber development, cellular membranes are fused and
it was shown that integrin β1 has a major influence on myofiber maturation and therewith
formation of the sarcomere (Schwander et al., 2003).
Shortly after terminated fusion of myofibers, they are innervated by MN axons and
form highly specialized synaptic sites, namely neuromuscular junctions (NMJs), at the
midline of myofibers, which condensate acetylcholine receptors (AChRs) in small areas
(Burden, 1998). The diffuse prepatterning of AChRs at the midline of myofibers is inde-
pendent of innervating MN axons and heavily relies on Musk, a muscle/skeletal receptor
tyrosine kinase (DeChiara et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2001). One of the main activators
of Musk and therewith tightening of the NMJ band is Agrin, a heparin sulfate proteogly-
can, which is secreted by MNs amongst others (Glass et al., 1996). Agrin binds to the
low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4 (Lrp4), which subsequently forms a
receptor complex with Musk (Zhang et al., 2008). Furthermore, continuous stabilization
of Musk is maintained by the muscle intrinsic activator Dok7 (docking protein 7) during
postnatal development, even in the absence of Agrin or Lrp4 (Tezuka et al., 2014). In ad-
dition to cell autonomous regulation of NMJ development andmaintenance, Neuregulin,
released by motor endplates, and its receptor ErbB2 (erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase
2), expressed at NMJs, contribute to the efficiency of signal transduction via positively
regulating AChRs expression (Leu et al., 2003). Furthermore, systemic deletion of the
transcription factor OC1 (one cut domain, family member 1) results in downregulation
of Agrin in hindlimb musculature, which leads to a severe reduction of locomotion of the
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lower extremities due to a loss of sufficient NMJ formation and maturation (Audouard
et al., 2012).
1.2.4 Tendon development and formation of myotendinous junc-
tions
The function of the musculoskeletal system relies on the proper connection of muscles
and bones to transmit force during muscle contraction. This linkage is provided by ten-
dons that arise from Scleraxis+ (Scx) cells between the dermomyotome and the sclero-
tome (Schweitzer et al., 2001). Scx, a bHLH transcription factor, is a specific marker for
tendons and ligaments (Schweitzer et al., 2001) and its genetic deletion leads to the loss
of condensation and differentiation of tendon progenitor cells (TPCs) (Murchison et al.,
2007). Scx is expressed, in the central tendon region (CTR) of the thoracic diaphragm,
together with another tendon-related glycoprotein, namely Tenomodulin (Tnmd) (Bran-
dau et al., 2001; Cserjesi et al., 1995). Despite the common origin of skeletal TPCs,
which arise from the syndetome (Brent et al., 2003; Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2003), it
was thought for a long time that progenitor cells of the CTR are differentiated cells of
the septum transversum (Babiuk et al., 2003; Greer et al., 2000). Nevertheless, a recent
detailed study has clarified that the bilateral PPFs give rise to the CTR and connective
tissue fibroblasts of the costal muscle proportion (Merrell et al., 2015), while the septum
transversum might have an important role during hepatogenesis by release of BMPs
and direct contribution of hepatic stellate and perivascular cells (Asahina et al., 2011;
Rossi et al., 2001).
The recognition of muscle attachment sides (MAS) during migration of MPCs is pro-
vided by several attractive ligand-receptor systems. In Drosophila, Robo expressing
MPCs are initially repelled by Slit at the midline and later attracted the final MAS by
the same Slit ligand, which is released by TCPs (Kramer, 2001). In addition, cleavage
of Slit after the fifth EGF (epidermal growth factor) domain was shown to be essential
for repulsive signaling, which leads towards myofiber alignment (Ordan et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the transmembrane protein Kon-tiki (Kon) is enriched at myotube tips of
Drosophila during tendon cell targeting and influences motility and later stabilization of
MAS cell-autonomously (Schnorrer et al., 2007). After initial formation of myotendinous
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junctions (MTJ), TPCs andMPCs start to produce unoriented ECM (extracellular matrix)
proteins, like collagens, laminins, or the RNA helicase P68 (Tidball, 1994), which are re-
organized to aligned ECM fibers during neonatal maturation (Trotter, 2002). Moreover,
it could be shown that integrin α7 has an important role in formation and maturation of
MTJs without influencing muscle or tendon development (Mayer et al., 1997). These
data could be emphasized by the upregulation of integrin α7 during exercise and a re-
duction of micro-injuries in MTJs (Boppart et al., 2008).
Thus, the close relation between MPCs and TPCs at the intermediate layer of mus-
cles and tendons is crucial for proper development, maturation and maintenance of
MTJs.
1.2.5 Development, innervation and defects of the thoracic dia-
phragm
The mature thoracic diaphragm is formed by three distinct major anatomical structures:
1) the crural muscle (CrM) that surrounds the esophagus and the aorta, 2) the costal
musculature (CoM) that is provides the major contraction for mammalian breathing and
3) the CTR that acts as a mechanical connection of contralateral muscles (Merrell and
Kardon, 2013). After population of the PPFs with myoblasts and targeting by phrenic
nerve axons at E11.5 in mice (Figure 1.6A), muscle related fibroblasts start to migrate
dorsally and ventrally in advance of following MPCs that slowly begin to form first my-
ofibers at E12.5 (Figure 1.6B) (Merrell and Kardon, 2013). Interestingly, these muscle
connective tissue fibroblasts do not reside at the site where the crural musculature de-
velops, whichmight indicate a different origin of MPCs that form costal and crural muscle
proportions (Merrell et al., 2015). During the fast progression of CrM and CoM forma-
tion, PN axons start to shape initial secondary branches and innervate the first NMJs
at E13.5 (Figure 1.6C). The first myogenic wave and therewith anatomical completion
of the diaphragm is finished by E16.5, when myofibers and PN axons reached the ven-
trally located sternum (Figure 1.6D). Until birth and during postnatal maturation, both
muscle compartments are undergoing massive hypertrophy of myofibers by fusion with
following MPCs of the secondary myogenic wave (Figure 1.6E) (Allan and Greer, 1997,
1998). While the capillary network of the diaphragm muscles is provided by ventrally
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projecting phrenic arteries from the dorsal aorta and lateral invading intercostal arteries
from the ribs, the venous system is located at the border between the CTR and both
muscles (Stuelsatz et al., 2012).
Figure 1.6: Diaphragm development and innervation by the phrenic nerve.
The bilateral PPFs, consisting of fibroblasts and MPCs, mark the initial primordial diaphragm
and the PPFs are reached by the PN around E11.5 in mice (A). During dorsal and ventral migra-
tion of fibroblasts and MPCs, PNs start to innervate first myofibers and the middle of the PPFs
at E12.5 (B) and continues with the formation of first NMJs around E13.5 (C). This dorsal/ventral
extension and fusion continues, together with the full innervation by the PNs, until E16.5 (D). Un-
til birth and in the following postnatal phase, myofibers undergo a strong hypertrophy by fusing
with myocytes of the secondary myogenic wave (E). Note that the bilateral development of the
diaphragm is simultaneous and innervation by the PN and the migration/fusion of MPCs is sep-
arated for a better illustration. SC: spinal cord, DM: dermomyotome, Lu: lung, Ep: esophagus,
PPF: pleuroperitoneal fold, ST: septum transversum, MPCs:muscle progenitor cells. Modified
and adapted from (Merrell et al., 2015).
Developmental defects of the diaphragm can have lethal consequences directly af-
ter birth due to the inability to breathe. Besides the main function of the diaphragm as a
contractile muscle for breathing, it also separates the thoracic and the abdominal cavi-
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ties (Merrell et al., 2015). Thus, genetic defects that circumvent the formation of mus-
cles, such as mutations of Pax3, Lbx1, c-Met or SF/HGF causes severe impairments
of this barrier (Bober et al., 1994; Brand-Saberi et al., 1996; Dietrich et al., 1999; Mar-
tin and Harland, 2006). Developmental abnormalities that are caused by such defects
are named congenital diaphragmatic hernias (CDHs) which account for approximately
1-2% of neonatal cause of death (Pober et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2006). The proportion
of CDHs in neonatal deceases is increasing, even when the overall morality after birth
is decreasing due to a better clinical monitoring (Brownlee et al., 2009).
Modern high-throughput sequencing techniques have uncovered a plentitude of hu-
man CDH associated genetic defects, like the Beckwith-Wiedemann and the Pallister-
Killian syndrome or chromosomal aneuploidies like Trisomy 9 and 21 (Holder et al.,
2007). Furthermore, several knockout mouse models could reveal single genes that
lead to diaphragm malformations. In example, Zfpm2 (zinc finger protein, FOG family
member 2) is responsible for primary lung development and diaphragm formation, pos-
sibly by modulating SF/HGF expression (Ackerman et al., 2005). Additionally, Gata4
(GATA binding protein 4) acts as a transcriptional co-regulator of Fog2 and heterozygous
animals for Gata4 showed fusion of the CTR with the liver (Jay et al., 2007). Likewise,
mice that lack the Robo ligand Slit3 show ruptures of CTR, which are caused by a thin-
ning of the tendon, while muscle development and innervation seems normal (Liu et al.,
2003; Yuan et al., 2003). Similar results have been reported for endothelial expressed
Ndst1 (N-deacetylase/N-sulfotransferase (heparan glucosaminyl) 1) that can stabilize
Slit-Robo signaling by modifying heparan sulfates (Zhang et al., 2014). Another impor-
tant transcription factor for normal diaphragm muscle development is Pbx1 (pre-B-cell
leukemia homeobox 1), as systemic deletion leads to fusion of the heart to anterior
diaphragm structures and a severe disorganized muscle development (Russell et al.,
2012).
Thus, even if some genes that are involved in CDHs formation during development
have been uncovered in the last couple of years, further studies need to complete the
entire genetic background of diaphragm development in respect to MPC migration, pro-
liferation and fusion.
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1.3 Establishment of peripheral motor and sensory cir-
cuitry
Newly formed neurons in the brain or spinal cord have to build highly interconnected
neuronal circuitries to provide the background for everyday conscious motions or vege-
tative functions. Appropriate connection of interneurons and innervation of target mus-
cles by MNs are crucial prerequisites. Distant axonal target innervation is tightly regu-
lated in a stepwise progression by various mechanisms in a spatiotemporal manner.
1.3.1 Axon guidance mechanisms during target innervation
In contrast to interneurons, somatic MNs and sensory neurons have to project over long
distances to reach their final targets. Guidance of outgrowing axons from the spinal
cord is orchestrated by receptors in the leading edge of axons, the so called growth
cone (GC) which react to membrane-bound or secreted molecules in an attractive or
repulsive manner (Figure 7A) (Huber et al., 2003). Many guidance cues, e.g. the ligand
receptor complex Slit-Robo, act bifunctional and depend on receptor complex formation,
intracellular signaling or the current sensitivity of the GC. Such modifiers are varying ra-
tios of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and cyclic guanosine monophosphate
(cGMP) which act as second messenger molecules during intracellular downstream
signal transduction and is in part depending on appropriate calcium homeostasis (Ming
et al., 1997; Movshon et al., 2003; Song et al., 1997). Besides the gradual uncovering
of complex intracellular downstream signaling pathways, research for new candidate
molecules in the last 30 years discovered a plentitude of new membrane-bound or se-
creted axon guidance cues.
Such contact-mediated signaling enables proper axon bundling (fasciculation) to
specify premature nerves branches before guidance decision points. These cell-cell
interactions rely on membrane-bound molecules like the cellular adhesion molecules
(CAMs), cadherins, receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) or receptor tyrosine phosphatases
(RPTPs) (Van Vactor, 1998). Members of the CAM family, amongst others, are NCAM,
L1-CAM (or L1), F11, members of integrin family or neurofascin (Nfasc) (Rutishauser,
1992). Interestingly, it was shown that a dynamic equilibrium of NCAM and L1 is es-
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sential for intramuscular branching and innervation. While L1 mediates axon-axon fas-
ciculation, NCAM favors defasciculation of axons within the muscle (Landmesser et al.,
1988). Furthermore, axonal differentially expressed polysialic acid (PSA), which is an
effective modulator of axon-axon and axon-matrix interaction, promotes axon sorting in
the plexus region (Tang et al., 1992, 1994).
Figure 1.7: Axon guidance mechanism during development.
Axons of sensory and motor neurons have to navigate over long distances towards their final
targets. Furthermore, axons have to tie up at specific guidance decision points. The mecha-
nisms that drive these events might be either contact-mediated repulsion or attraction between
neighboring axons, cells or ECM molecules or long-/short-range attractive/repulsive cues. Fur-
thermore, axonal GCs sense trophic factors at their final target site (A). While several attractive
(green) and repulsive (red) ligand-receptor-depended axon guidance mechanism of LMC and
MMC are uncovered, no PN specific guidance mechanism towards the PPF is currently known
(B, text boxes). Modified and adapted from (Bonanomi and Pfaff, 2010; Huber et al., 2003).
Other important proteins of contact-mediated signaling during axon targeting are
members of the integrin family. Integrins are heterodimeric transmembrane proteins
which consist of α and β subunits in an opulence of different variations (Docheva et al.,
2014). They transmit extracellular signals to the actin cytoskeleton to activate different
downstream mechanisms including protein tyrosine kinase 2 (Ptk2), mitogen-activated
protein kinase 1 (Mapk1), or small guanosine triphosphateases (GTPases) like CDC42,
Rac1 or RhoA (Legate et al., 2009). It is conspicuous that integrin-mediated down-
stream signaling is a major aspect of growth cone response to ECM components (Huber
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et al., 2003). For example, integrin β1 is strongly expressed in axons and soma of MNs
and sensory neurons in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) during target innervations. Con-
ditional deletion of integrin β1 in a Nestin-Cre background reduced neurite outgrowth in
vitro and occasionally revealed misprojecting axons in the thoracic diaphragm (Schwan-
der et al., 2004). Additionally, Caenorhabditis elegance Ina-1 (Integrin alpha ina-1), a
close relative to the mammalian integrin α1, promotes axon fasciculation and growth
cone migration (Baum and Garriga, 1997). In contrast, semaphorin 7A (Sema7a) pro-
motes axon outgrowth of murine cortical, olfactory and DRG neurons in vitro, which
relies on the RGD-binding of Sema7a to integrin β1 (Pasterkamp et al., 2003).
1.3.2 Secreted guidance cues that govern axon pathfinding, fasci-
culation and neuronal development
Additionally to short range guidance cues, which mainly act for axon bundling and
growth cone condensation at specific decision points, secreted proteins play a funda-
mental role during axon guidance over long distances during development. Further-
more, interference of different ligands or receptors can silence or modify normal canon-
ical pathways by complex formation. For example, Netrin-mediated attraction of growth
cones towards the midline of the spinal cord is recognized by the receptor deleted in
colorectal carcinoma (DCC). After crossing the midline of the spinal cord, cytoplasmic
binding of the Slit receptor Robo to DCC is silencing the attractive effect of Netrin-
DCC while canonical repulsion by Slit-Robo is maintained (Stein and Tessier-Lavigne,
2001). Up to now, numerous ligand-receptor complexes were uncovered within the
last decades, which differently influence various neurons of the central and peripheral
nervous system.
1.3.2.1 Class 3 Semaphorins – Neuropilins
Semaphorins form a large family of highly conserved signaling molecules and currently
include eight classes with 27 members in total that share a common 500 amino acid
long extracellular semaphorin (Sema) and domain and a plexin, semaphorin, and in-
tegrin (PSI) domain (Figure 1.8A) (Goodman et al., 1999; Kozlov et al., 2004). While
class 1 and 2 semaphorins and the family member Sema5c are only expressed in inver-
tebrates, semaphorins 3 to 7 are expressed in vertebrates (Neufeld and Kessler, 2008).
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Additionally, viral class V semaphorins are closely related to Sema7a and are encoded
by pox- or herpesviruses (Myster et al., 2015).
Figure 1.8: Semaphorin classes and their corresponding Neuropilin and Plexin recep-
tors.
Semaphorins build a large family of secreted or membrane-bound proteins (A). All Semaphorins
have a large phylogenetically conserved extracellular Sema and PSI domain. Additionally, dif-
ferent classes have thrombospondin repeats, basic domains or immunoglobulin loops. Further-
more, viral Semaphorins can mimic the GPI-anchored (Glycosylphosphatidylinositol) Sema7a.
Neuropilin 1 and 2 are the main binding receptors for class 3 Semaphorins (B). They consist of
two (a1 & a2) CUB domains (complement C1r/C1s, Uegf, Bmp1), two (b1 & b2) FV/FVII (co-
agulation factor V/VIII homology) domains and a single (c) MAM (meprin A5) domain. While
the CUB domains are responsible for binding of Semaphorins, the FV/FVIII domains mediate
VEGF binding. Due to the lack of an intracellular domain of Neuropilins, signaling is transmitted
via complex formation between PlexinAs and Neuropilins, even though some Semaphorins can
directly bind to Plexins (C). Downstream signaling of activated Neuropilin-PlexinA mainly con-
sists of small GTPases. Modified and adapted from (Grandclement and Borg, 2011; Neufeld
and Kessler, 2008).
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A central component of development is constituted by class 3 semaphorins A-G
(Sema3s) as genetic deletion of individual Sema3s members have distinct biological
functions in angiogenesis, immune system, neurogenesis or skeletogenesis (Fukuda
et al., 2013; Hayashi et al., 2012; Kumanogoh and Kikutani, 2003; Neufeld et al., 2012;
O’Malley et al., 2014). Intracellular downstream signaling via Sema3s is transmitted by
a receptor complex composed of one of the two Neuropilins, Npn-1 and Npn-2, (Fig-
ure 1.8B) as well as members of the PlexinA (1-4) family (Figure 1.8C). While Neu-
ropilins are the main binding receptors for class 3 Semaphorins, signal transduction to
activate downstream mechanisms is mediated by PlexinAs, as neuropilins lack a cy-
toplasmic C-terminal domain (He and Tessier-Lavigne, 1997; Kolodkin et al., 1997; Yu
and Kolodkin, 1999). Furthermore, plexins trigger the same small GTPases as integrins
in Drosophila, which underlines their indispensability for growth cone actin dynamics
(Whitford and Ghosh, 2001). In addition to binding of Sema3s, Npn-1 also contains
binding sides for vascular endothelial growth factor isoform 165 (VEGF165), or trans-
forming growth factor-beta 1 (Tgfb1) in T-cells (Glinka and Prud’homme, 2008; Soker
et al., 1998, 2002) which make Npn-1, amongst other signaling pathways, indispens-
able for development of the cardiovascular system in mice (Kawasaki et al., 1999).
Sema3-Npn-1 signaling has a profound impact on countless biological aspects, like
development, maturation or regeneration of the nervous system. An important class
3 semaphorin is Sema3a which initially showed to cause collapse of neuronal DRG
growth cones and was therefore referred as Collapsin more than 20 years ago (Luo
et al., 1993). Furthermore, functional in vitro assays revealed that expression of class
3 Semaphorins within the ventral part of the spinal cord prohibits nociceptive sensory
axons from dorsal ingrowth, while proprioceptive can pass this repulsive border to form
synapses with MNs (Messersmith et al., 1995). This repulsive guidance is true for
various other axons of the central and peripheral nervous system, such as olfactory,
cranial sensory or hippocampal neurons (Chédotal et al., 1998; Kobayashi et al., 1997).
While the majority of growth cones are repelled by Sema3a, cortical apical dendrites are
attracted by the ligand towards the marginal zone in murine brain slices (Polleux et al.,
2000). Alongside this relatively short range guidance of axons and dendrites in the
central nervous system, it has been also shown that Sema3a-Npn-1 signaling is crucial
for the pause of axonal growth of motor and sensory axons at the brachial plexus of the
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limb and thus MN axons prematurely enter the developing limb bud (Huber et al., 2005).
Furthermore, conditional ablation of Npn-1 frommotor or sensory neurons revealed that
after loss of Npn-1 on sensory neurons, both motor and sensory neurons loss their tight
fasciculation. In contrast, motor neuron-specific deletion of Npn-1 only affected somatic
MNs and thus acts cell autonomously (Huettl et al., 2011). Such developmental defects
are still observable during adulthood and disclose loss of muscles and bone density,
possibly due to the reduction of MNs (Helmbrecht et al., 2015).
1.3.2.2 Slit – Robo
The Robo receptors (Robo1 & Robo2) and their main ligands Slit (Slit1 and Slit2) have
been intensively studied in regards to axon pathfinding during midline crossing within
the spinal cord (Figure 1.9) (Ypsilanti et al., 2010). Since the first discovery of the re-
pulsive effect of Slit on commissural Robo+ neurons of the Drosophila spinal cord that
enable a bilateral coordination of locomotion (Kidd et al., 1999; Talpalar et al., 2013),
an immense progress has been made in validating Slit-Robo-mediated cellular guid-
ance mechanisms in other neuronal compartments and organisms (Brose et al., 1999).
For example, sensory axons of nodose ganglia neurons are repelled by Slit2 (Goldberg
et al., 2013). Furthermore, Slit2-Robo2 signaling in cerebellar Purkinje cells is respon-
sible for cell-autonomous circumvention of dendrite crossing during postnatal formation
of neuronal circuits (Gibson et al., 2014).
Downstream signaling of Slit-Robo also involves small GTPases like Cdc42, RhoA
or Rac1 (Ypsilanti et al., 2010). An important regulator of such GTPases is the Rho
GTPase activating protein 39 (Arhgap39 or Vilse) that promotes hydrolysis of Rac1 and
Cdc42 after intracellular binding to Robo (Lundström et al., 2004). Furthermore, Ca-
noe (Cno), a Drosophila scaffold protein, stabilizes Robo receptors on filopodia in vitro
by directly transmitting Slit-Robo signaling to the actin cytoskeleton (Slovakova et al.,
2012). Systemic deletion of Afadin (the mammalian homologue of Cno), leads to a
severe misdevelopment of the central nervous system, which might implicate a similar
mechanism in mammalians when compared to Drosophila (Zhadanov et al., 1999).
Despite the participation of Slit-Robo signaling in axon pathfinding, the association
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Figure 1.9: Slit-Robo complex and stabilization by proteoglycans.
The Slit-Robo family currently consists of three Slit proteins (Slit1-3) and four Robo receptors
(Robo1-4) in mammalians. Slit binds, asmonomer or homodimer, with the second LRR (leucine-
rich repeats) to the Ig-like domain of the Robo receptor. Various intracellular mechanism (like
small GTPases, Afadin or Dock) modify, often in combination with other receptors, cytoskeletal
dynamics and therewith attraction or repulsion. Heparan sulphate proteoglycans (HSPGs) like
Syndecan (Sdc) act as co-receptors, by forming a ternary stabilizing complex heparin sulphate
chains. Modified and adapted from (Fujiwara et al., 2006; Ypsilanti et al., 2010).
of Robo1 and Robo4 during angiogenesis and heart development becomes more and
more important (Fujiwara et al., 2006; Mommersteeg et al., 2015). In addition, diseases
like ocular neovascularization which is caused by viruses, contact lenses or degener-
ative disorders, have a high socio economical impact on the health system (Lee et al.,
1998). Recent findings revealed the participation of Slit2 and Robo1/Robo2 in vascu-
larization of the retina by an increase of endothelial cell migration (Rama et al., 2015).
Furthermore, Slit and/or Robo might be promising candidates to treat various types of
cancer as both protein classes are downregulated in prostate, brain, kidney or lung
cancer (Gara et al., 2015). Interestingly, due to the close correlation of Slit-Robo sig-
naling and cytoskeletal dynamics, it might also be involved in metastatic progression of
these types of cancers (Morlot et al., 2007). Moreover, combined knock-down of Npn-1
and Slit2 in chicken neuronal tube causes ectopic migration of MNs (Kim et al., 2015;
Lee et al., 2015). These facts show that Slit-Robo signaling has profound effects on a
plentitude of developmental and regenerative mechanisms.
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1.3.2.3 Ephrins – Eph receptors
After the discovery of the ephrin-Eph signaling pathway more than 25 years ago (Hirai
et al., 1987; Holzman et al., 1990), several more ephrin ligands and Eph receptor fam-
ily members could be verified. Ephrin ligands are separated in two subclasses, namely
ephrin As (ephrinA1-A5) and ephrinBs (ephrinB1-3), which bind specifically to their cor-
responding classes of Eph receptors (Palmer and Klein, 2003). One current expectation
is EphA4 that can bind both ephrin subtypes (Kullander and Klein, 2002). The Eph re-
ceptor family currently consists of a nine class A Eph (EphA1-8 and EphA10) and five
class B Eph (EphB1-4 and EphB6) receptors in humans (Pitulescu and Adams, 2010).
Ephrin-Eph signaling is a key mechanism for a variety of developmental processes in
different tissues, like respiratory and cardiovascular system as well as bones (Gerety
et al., 1999; Matsuo and Otaki, 2012; Peixoto et al., 2015). Interestingly, the majority
of ephrins or Eph receptors are involved in several malignant degeneration of tissues
(Pasquale, 2010).
Furthermore, ephrin-Eph signaling pathways have distinct roles during development
of the central nervous system and plasticity during adulthood (Flanagan and Vander-
haeghen, 1998; Klein, 2004; Lai and Ip, 2009; O’Leary and Wilkinson, 1999). In this
regard, the ephrin-Eph signaling pathway, e.g., was shown to be crucially involved in
guidance decisions of motor axons originating in the medial (LMCm) or lateral (LMCl)
aspects of the LMC to faithfully target ventral (ephrinB-EphB1) and dorsal (ephrinA-
EphA4) limb musculature, respectively (Helmbacher et al., 2000; Wang and Anderson,
1997). These guidance mechanisms towards specific muscles are further fine-tuned by
a tight spatiotemporal regulation of ephrin A expression (Feng et al., 2000). Additionally,
ephrinA5 repels retinal axons of the lateral geniculate nucleus from inferior colliculus
region (Frisén et al., 1998). Migration of neurons or neuronal crest cells (NCCs) and
therewith the final position of are essential for later physiological function. For instance,
in vivo blockage of ephrinB1 by soluble Fc-fusion proteins leads to inappropriate migra-
tion of NCCs in the dorsolateral pathway (Santiago and Erickson, 2002). Similar block-
ing experiments, with ephrinB2 or EphB2 as targets, disturb migration of neuroblasts
within the subventricular zone (SVZ) that is accompanied by an increased cell prolifera-
tion (Conover et al., 2000). Furthermore, the secreted glycoprotein Reln (Reelin) binds
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to the extracellular domain of ephrin Bs and modifies downstream signaling in neurons
of the cerebral cortex that leads finally to a loss of cortical layer formation (Sentürk et al.,
2011).
1.3.2.4 SF/HGF – cMET
Apart from the utilization of SF/HGF-cMet signaling in myoblast migration to the PPFs
and limb buds (see section 1.2.2), it has also roles in axon guidance, neuronal sur-
vival and neurotrophic support (Birchmeier and Gherardi, 1998). Cranial MNs of the
hindbrain i.e. are attracted by co-cultures with trigeminal ganglia or branchial arches
in vitro, and blocking with antibodies against SF/HGF diminished the attractive effect
(Caton et al., 2000). Furthermore, similar experiments with spinal cord explants ex-
panded the attractive effect of SF/HGF releasing limb buds and sclerotome explants to
somatic MNs (Ebens et al., 1996; Maina et al., 1997). Remarkably, SF/HGF-cMet sig-
naling in combination with NGF (nerve growth factor (beta polypeptide)) also enhances
the survival of somatic MNs as well as sensory neurons (Ebens et al., 1996; Maina et al.,
1997). This neurotrophic support could also be shown for neurons of the neocortex or
hippocampus that are correlated to diseases like Alzheimer’s or Parkinson (Hamasaki
et al., 2014; Koike et al., 2006).
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Aim of the study
Functional muscle innervation by somatic MNs is pivotal for the survival of all organisms
that rely on muscle-dependent locomotion. One of the main muscular anatomical struc-
tures in mammalians is the thoracic diaphragm that provides the mechanical source for
respiration. Proper bilaterally targeted innervation of the diaphragm by cervical arising
phrenic MNs (pMNs), together with muscle development, is therefore crucial to facili-
tate myofiber contraction. Exploring the underlying mechanisms of PN axon pathfinding
and diaphragm muscle development might be profitable to various postnatal acquired
or developmental defects for future treatment of paraplegia or muscle-nerve related dis-
eases like amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or progressive muscular atrophy (PMA),
which also result in impairment of breathing due to the loss of motor innervation and
subsequent degeneration of the thoracic diaphragm.
Thus, we aimed to uncover novel mechanisms that are involved in axonal targeting
of the diaphragm by pMNs and their subsequent innervation of myofibers. Furthermore,
we revealed new insight how MN growth cones and migrating myoblasts are influencing
each other. Therefore, we employed two different genetic mouse models to address this
question.
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2.1 Determination of the effects of class 3 semaphorin-
Npn-1 signaling ablation on phrenic nerve target-
ing, fasciculation and innervation of the diaphragm
Class 3 Semaphorin-Neuropilin-1 signaling was shown be crucial for axon guidance
and fasciculation. While systemic disruption of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling (Npn-1Sema-)
leads to a premature ingrowth of motor and sensory axons into the developing limb
bud (Huber et al., 2005), motor neuron specific ablation of Npn-1 (Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre)
induces defasciculation of motor axons but not sensory axons (Huettl et al., 2011). In-
terestingly, approximately 40% of Npn-1Sema- and 30% of Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre newborn
mutant animals die neonatally (Gu et al., 2003; Söllner, 2012), due to respiratory failure
as deceased neonates appeared cyanotic. As intercostal motor axons are also defas-
ciculated in both mouse models, it is possible that Npn-1 is likewise affecting the main
respiratory nerve, namely the cervical arising PNs.
Therefore, we investigated the influence of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling on initial PN tar-
geting and subsequent innervation of the thoracic diaphragm by whole-mount staining
of embryos or dissected diaphragms, respectively. Furthermore, we quantified axonal
innervation by a Sholl analysis and, remarkably, some axons innervated ectopic mus-
cles in the CTR andwe aimed therefore to uncover the underlying effect of EM formation.
2.2 Unveil new mechanisms that influence the interac-
tion between motor neuron growth cones andmus-
cle progenitor cells
Formation of ectopic muscles (EMs) has been reported for various genetic modified
mouse lines. For example, MT-I driven overexpression of SF/HGF in mice leads to EM
development around the spinal cord (Takayama et al., 1996). Furthermore, muscle-
specific stabilization of β-catenin also leads to innervated EMs within the CTR of the
diaphragm (Liu et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2012). The authors concluded that newly formed
EMs attract axons and therewith ensure their innervation. Nevertheless, as systemic
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or motor neuron specific deletion of the Sema3-Npn-1 signaling pathway also leads to
striated muscle formation in the CTR of the diaphragm and misprojecting axons are
visible before EMs are shaped, muscle intrinsic Npn-1 depended signaling is unlikely
the underlying cause for EM creation.
Thus, we investigated new ligand-receptor signaling mechanism that affects the
growth cone and myoblast interaction. Therefore, we employed functional in vitro exper-
iments with primary MPCs from the CoM of the diaphragm and tried to validate newly
obtained data in vivo.
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Material & Methods
3.1 Animal husbandry
3.1.1 Ethics statement
Animals were handled and housed according to the federal and institutional guide-
lines for the care and use of laboratory animals, approved by the Helmholtz Zentrum
München Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, and the government of Upper
Bavaria.
3.1.2 Animal housing
Mice were housed under standard animal laboratory conditions with controlled temper-
ature with a 12 h light/dark cycle and fed ad libitum in individually ventilated cages (IVC,
Biozone Global, UK) with an effective area of 530 cm2. A maximum of 5 female mice per
cage for maintenance or 3 mice (2 female/1 male) for breeding were accommodated.
Male mice were always housed alone if not used for breeding.
3.1.3 Mouse lines
Followingmouse lines were used: Npn-1Sema- andNpn-1cond (Gu et al., 2003),Olig2-Cre
(Dessaud et al., 2007),Robo1 (Long et al., 2004),Robo2 (Lu et al., 2007), andHb9::eGFP
(Wichterle et al., 2002). Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos were compared to lit-
termate controls (Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre-) in all experiments with motor neuron specific
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ablation of Npn-1.
3.1.4 Genotyping
Genomic DNA (gDNA) was isolated from short tail tip tissue by digestion with 100 μl
of 50mM NaOH at 95 ◦C for 30min. Alkaline reaction was neutralized with 30 μl of
1M Tris-HCl (pH7.0) to stabilize gDNA, which was used directly for PCR after short
centrifugation to spin down non-digested tissue.
Table 3.1: Instruments & chemicals for gDNA isolation.
Instruments
Centrifuge 5417R Eppendorf, Germany
Thermomixer 5436 Eppendorf, Germany
Chemicals
Hydrochloric acid (HCl) Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Sodium hydroxid (NaOH) Merck, Germany
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) Carl Roth, Germany
PCR reaction was carried out with mouse line specific primer pairs at amplification
parameters: preheating at 95 ◦C for 5min, 35 cycles of denaturation (95 ◦C for 30 sec),
annealing (primer specific temperature for 60 sec), elongation (72 ◦C for 30 sec), and
a final extension step at 72 ◦C for 10min. Finally, amplicon size was visualized by gel
electrophoresis on a 2% agarose gel in 1x TAE buffer with 0.05 μl/ml ethidium bromide
on a UV gel imager.
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Table 3.2: Instruments & chemicals for genotyping of mouse lines.
Instruments
Labcycler Gradient SensoQuest, Germany
Mastercycler EP Gradient 5341 Eppendorf, Germany
peqSTAR 2x thermocycler peqlab (VWR), Germany
PowerPac Basic Power Supply Bio-Rad, USA
PerfectBlue Gel System Midi S peqlab, (VWR) Germany
Serial N Gel Documentation System Vilber Lourmat, Germany
Chemicals
10x CoralLoad PCR Buffer Qiagen, Netherlands
Agarose Biozym, Germany
Desoxynucleotides (dNTPs) Thermo Scientific, USA
Ethidium bromide Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) Sigma-Aldrich, USA
GeneRuler 100bp Plus DNA Ladder Thermo Scientific, USA
MgCl2 (25mM) Qiagen, Netherlands
MilliQ-H2O Millipore, USA
Oligonucleotides Metabion, Germany
Taq DNA Polymerase Qiagen, Netherlands
Tris-Acetat Carl Roth, Germany
Buffers
1xTAE buffer 40mM Tris-Acetat
1mM EDTA-HCl (pH8.0)
Table 3.3: Oligonucleotides for genotyping.
Gene Primer Sequence Temperature
Npn-1
fwd AAA CCC CCT CAA TTG ATG TTA ACA CAG CCC
63.0 ◦C
rev AGG CCA ATC AAA GTC CTG AAA GAC AGT CCC
Cre
fwd GTG TCC AAT TTA CTG ACC GTA CAC
59.5 ◦C
rev GAC GAT GAA GCA TGT TTA GCT GG
GFP
fwd TCC TTG AAG AAG ATG GTG CG
60.0 ◦C
rev AAG TTC ATC TGC ACC ACC G
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3.2 Immunohistochemistry
Table 3.4: Primary antibodies and fluorescence-labeled secondary antibodies or toxins.
Alexa647-conjugated phalloidin (1:75) Life Technologies, USA
donkey anti-goat Alexa546 (1:200) Life Technologies, USA
donkey anti-mouse Alexa488 (1:200) Life Technologies, USA
donkey anti-rabbit Alexa546 (1:200) Life Technologies, USA
goat anti-FoxP1 (1:250) R&D Systems, USA
goat anti-Scip (1:250) Santa Cruz, USA
mouse anti-Isl1/2 (1:50) DSHB, USA
mouse anti-neurofilament 2H3 (1:50) DSHB, USA
mouse anti-synaptophysin (1:200) Sigma-Aldrich, USA
rabbit anti-GFP (1:2000) Life Technologies, USA
Rhodamin-conjugated α-bungarotoxin (1:100) Life Technologies, USA
3.2.1 Embryo and diaphragm dissection
The morning of vaginal plug formation was considered as embryonic day 0.5 (E0.5)
and pregnant mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation at desired developmental
stages. Mouse embryos from E13.5 to E19.5/P0 were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH7.4) overnight (ON)
at 4 ◦C after decapitation while adult thoraces were fixed for 2 days at 4 ◦C. Embryos
or thoraces were rinsed 3x in PBS and fixated on Sylgard (Dow Corning, USA) coated
bacterial dishes in supine position with insect pins. Diaphragms with a tiny proportion
of the distal end of the PN were carefully dissected under a stereo microscope (M50,
Leica, Germany) with micro scissors and stored in PBS at 4 ◦C until later use.
3.2.2 Whole-mount embryo staining
The protocols for whole-mount embryo staining and immunohistochemistry have been
described previously (Huber et al., 2005; Huettl et al., 2011). Embryos at developmen-
tal stage E11.5 and E12.5 were prepared as descripted for diaphragm dissection but
without decapitation. Following initial fixation, embryos were bleached in Dent’s bleach
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for 24 h at 4 ◦C. Afterwards, embryos were rinsed five times in 100% methanol and fi-
nally fixed in Dent’s fix for at least 24 h and stored in the same solution until staining.
Embryos were rinsed three times in PBS (pH7.4) and washed three times for 1 h at
room temperature (RT) prior staining with primary antibodies for neurofilament (sen-
sory and somatic motor neurons) and green fluorescence protein (GFP, somatic motor
neurons) in blocking solution for 3 to 5 days at RT. Next, unbound primary antibody was
removed by rinsing embryos three times in PBS followed by five washing steps for 1 h at
RT. Fluorochrome-conjugated secondary antibodies were incubated for two days at RT.
Subsequently, embryos were rinsed three times in PBS and washed five times for 1 h
at RT and final cleared with BABB. All washing and incubation steps were performed
on a rotating tube holder (PTR-35, Grant, UK).
Table 3.5: Chemicals, solutions & buffers for whole-mount embryo staining.
Chemicals
Methanol (MeOH) Merck, Germany
Dimethylsulfoxid (DMSO) Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Benzyl alcohol Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Benzyl benzoate Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) AppliChem, Germany
Heat-inactivated horse serum (HS) Life Technologies, USA
Solutions & Buffers
Dent’s Fix 20% DMSO, 80% MeOH
Dent’s Bleach 33% H2O2, 67% Dent’s Fix
BABB 33% benzyl alcohol, 67% benzyl benzoate
Blocking buffer 5% horse serum, 20% DMSO, 75% PBS
(pH7.4)
3.2.3 Whole-diaphragm staining
Diaphragm were dissected from pre-fixed embryos, rinsed in PBS, incubated for 15min
in 0.1M glycine in PBS to reduce autofluorescence and blocked ON in blocking solu-
tion. Afterwards, diaphragms were incubated with primary antibodies for neurofilament
and synaptophysin in blocking solution ON at RT. Diaphragms were washed three times
for 30min in washing buffer, blocked for 1 h in blocking solution and subsequently in-
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cubated with secondary antibodies in blocking solution ON at RT. Finally, diaphragms
were incubated with fluorescence-conjugated phalloidin and α-bungarotoxin in blocking
solution for 1 h at RT, rinsed three times for 30min in PBS and flat-mounted with Mowiol.
Table 3.6: Chemicals, solutions & buffers for whole-diaphragm staining.
Chemicals
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Triton X-100 Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Mowiol mounting medium Merck, Germany
Buffers
Blocking buffer 3% BSA, 5% HS, 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS
(pH7.4)
Washing buffer 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS (pH7.4)
3.2.4 Motor neuron pool and myogenic progenitor cell staining
Dissected fixed embryos were cryoprotected with 30% sucrose in PBS ON at 4 ◦C and
frozen in TissueTek (Sakura, Japan). Transversal 12 μm sections were cut with a cryo-
stat (CM1950, Leica, Germany) and stored at -80 ◦C until later use. Dried slides were
washed for 10min in PBS and subsequently blocked for at least 30min at RT in blocking
buffer. Antibodies against FoxP1, Isl1/2 and Scip for motor neuron pools and against
Desmin for myogenic progenitor cells (MPCs) were incubated ON at 4 ◦C in blocking
buffer. Slides were washed three times for 5min in washing buffer and appropriate
secondary antibodies in blocking were incubated for 1 h at RT. Finally, sections were
counterstained with DAPI (4,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol) and washed 3 three times in
PBS before mounting with Mowiol.
Table 3.7: Buffers for immunohistochemistry & immunocytochemistry.
Buffers
Blocking buffer 10% HS, 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS (pH7.4)
Washing buffer 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS (pH7.4)
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3.3 Histological analysis of ectopic muscles
Embryos at developmental stage E16.5 were fixed in 4% PFA after deskinning, dehy-
drated with an increasing ethanol row and embedded in paraffin. 8 μm frontal sections
were deparaffinized, rehydrated in a decreasing ethanol row and incubated for 2 h in a
0.1% Direct Red 80 in saturated aqueous picric acid. Sections then were washed in
0.005% acidic acid in water and dehydrated in an increasing ethanol row before mount-
ing with Roti-Mount. Sections were imaged by bright field and polarization microscopy
(Axiovert, Zeiss, Germany). Ectopic muscle location within the CTR was determined
by collagen I distribution as organized collagen fibers birefringence red under polarized
light, whereas muscle tissue appears yellow-green (Laws, 2004).
Table 3.8: Chemicals for histology of embryo sections.
Chemicals
Acidic acid Carl Roth, Germany
Direct Red 80 Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Roti-Mount Carl Roth, Germany
Saturated aqueous picric acid (1.3%) Sigma-Aldrich, USA
3.4 Molecular biology
All plasmids used for in situ hybridization (ISH) have been descripted previously: Npn-1
(Huettl et al., 2011), Slit1, Slit2, Robo1, and Robo2 (kindly provided by Prof. Dr. Nilima
Prakash, Hochschule Hamm-Lippstadt, (Prakash et al., 2009)).
3.4.1 Midi prep with heat shock transformation of Escherichia Coli
Sufficient amount of ISH plasmid templates to create ISH probes were produced in com-
petent Escherichia Coli (E.Coli, strain: DH5α) by heat shock transformation. Therefore,
bacteria were thawed on ice for 30min and approximately 2 μg of plasmid-DNA was
added with further 30min incubation on ice. Transformation was performed by incuba-
tion of the bacteria/DNA solution for 60 sec at 42 ◦C. Following a 2min relaxation time on
ice, bacteria were incubated for 60min in SOC medium (Invitrogen, USA) at 37 ◦C with
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continuous shaking. To eliminate non-transformed clones, 100 μl of transformed bacte-
ria were plated on a LB agar plate with 100 μg/ml ampicillin an incubated ON at 37 ◦C.
The following day, single colonies were picked and transferred to 3ml LB medium with
100 μg/ml ampicillin for preparatory culture. After 6 to 8 h of oscillating culture at 37 ◦C,
200 μl were transferred to 100ml LB medium with 100 μg/ml ampicillin at cultured ON at
37 ◦C on a shaker. Amplified plasmid-DNA was extracted with a plasmid column midi
kit (Qiagen, USA) and DNA concentration was measured optically (Nanodrop, Thermo
Scientific, USA).
Table 3.9: Chemicals for bacterical culture.
Chemicals
Agar Becton Dickinson, USA
Ampicillin Carl Roth, Germany
NaCl Becton Dickinson, USA
Tryptone Becton Dickinson, USA
Yeast extract Becton Dickinson, USA
3.4.2 Plasmid linearization and generation of RNA probes
DNA templates were linearized with appropriate restriction enzymes for sense and an-
tisense RNA in vitro transcription (Table 3.10). First, circular 5-10 μg plasmid-DNA was
linearized with appropriate restriction enzymes and buffers according to the instruc-
tions of the company (all enzymes from Thermo Scientific, USA). Linearized DNA was
purified with column binding tubes following the manual (Nucleospin, Macherey-Nagel,
Germany). Afterwards, linearized plasmid DNAwas in vitro transcripted with either Sp6,
T7 or T3 RNA polymerases in 10x transcription buffer with digoxigenin (DIG) labelled
ribonucleotides (all from Roche, Germany) for at least 2 h at 37 ◦C and transcription was
validated by electrophoresis in a 2% agarose gel. Sense and antisense RNA was puri-
fied after DNA digestion with spin columns (G 50, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, USA)
and RNA was suspended in hybridization solution (see 3.4.3) and stored at -80 ◦C until
later use.
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Table 3.10: Restriction enzymes (RE) and polymerases (P) for ISH-Plasmids.
antisense sense
Nucleotide RE P RE P
Npn-1 XhoI Sp6 HindIII T7
Robo1 EcoRI T7 XhoI T3
Robo2 NotI T7 XhoI T3
Slit1 SpeI T7 NcoI T3
Slit2 NcoI T7 SpeI T3
3.4.3 In situ hybdridization
In situ hybridization (ISH) was carried out as described previously with slight modifica-
tions (Huber et al., 2005). In brief, dissected embryos were fixed for 1 h in 4% PFA in
PBS (pH7.4), cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS ON and sectioned at 12 μm thick-
ness on a cryostat. All cuvettes were treated with RNAse inhibitor prior use. Slides
were thawed and washed three times in diethyl dicarbonate (DEPC) treated PBS for
5min at RT followed by an incubation in acetylation solution for 10min at RT under
continuous stirring. Afterwards, slides were rinsed three times in PBS and incubated in
hybridization solution for at least 6 h at RT. RNA (approximately 200 ng) in hybridization
solution was heated for 5min at 90 ◦C and cooled for 5min on ice to remove possible
hairpins. Reaction was performed at 65 ◦C ON followed by washing slides two times
for 30min in preheated 0.2% SSC buffer (pH7.0) at 65 ◦C. Samples were tempera-
ture equilibrated in 0.2% SSC, incubated in buffer 1 (both for 5min at RT) and blocked
for at least 6 h in blocking solution proceeded by incubation with alkaline phosphatase
(ALP) conjugated anti-DIG-FAB-fragments (1:2000) in blocking buffer ON at 4 ◦C. The
following day, sections were washed three times for 5min in buffer 1, incubated two
times in NTMT buffer for 10min each and color reaction was carried out in NBT/BCIP
(nitro-blue tetrazolium / 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyphosphate) staining solution after a
sufficient color reaction. Finally, slides were washed three times in distilled H2O (dH2O)
for 5min each, followed by IHC staining for motor neuron column specific markers de-
scribed in 3.2.4.
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Table 3.11: Chemicals & buffers for in situ hybridization.
Chemicals
50x Denhardt’s Solution Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Anti-Digoxigenin-AP, Fab fragments Sigma-Aldrich, USA
tRNA from bakers yeast Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Blocking reagent Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Diethyl dicarbonate (DEPC) Carl Roth, Germany
Deionized formamide Thermo Scientific, USA
Magnesium chloride Sigma-Aldrich, USA
NBT/BCIP stock solution Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) Sigma-Aldrich, USA
RNaseZap Thermo Scientific, USA
Sodium chloride Sigma-Aldrich, USA
Tween 20 Sigma-Aldrich, USA
UltraPure 20x SSC Thermo Scientific, USA
Solutions & Buffers
2x NTMT 5% 4M NaCl
20% 1M Tris-Hcl (pH9.5)
10% 1M MgCl2
2% Tween-20 (10% in H2O)
63% dH2O
Buffer 1 100mM & 150mM NaCl in dH2O
Hybridization solution 10% 50x Denhardt’s solution
10mg baker yeast tRNA
2% herring sperm DNA (10mg/ml)
25% 20x SSC
50% deionized formamide
13% dH2O
Staining solution 50% PVA (10% in dH2O)
20 μl NBT/BCIP stock solution per ml of de-
sired volume
50% 2x NTMT
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3.4.4 Quantitive PCR
Diaphragms of E13.5 embryos were dissected and costal muscles were cleaned from
crural muscles as well as the septum transversum. Tissue was minced with a micro
scalpel, homogenized with a QiaShredder and total RNAwas isolated using the RNeasy
Micro Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (all from Qiagen). In brief, iso-
lated cells were washed once with PBS, subsequently incubated in RLT buffer, sup-
plemented with 1% β-mercaptoethanol (Merck, Germany) and cell lysate was purified
by spin columns. Obtained RNA was reverse-transcribed using the first strand cDNA
synthesis kit (Roche). Quantitative PCRs were performed on a LightCycler 96 with a
fast-start essential DNA green master mix (Roche). Samples were normalized to the
house-keeping gene GAPDH. Obtained data was evaluated by the -ΔΔCt method. The
following primers from Integrated DNA Technologies were used:
Table 3.12: Primer pairs for quantitative determination of gene expression.
Gene ID
Npn-1 Mm.PT.56a.30361019
Sema3A Mm.Pt.56a.10918712
Slit1 Mm.PT.56a.43938322
Slit2 Mm.PT.56a.30206904
Robo1 Mm.PT.56a.32204547
Robo2 Mm.PT.56a.29354525
PlxnA1 Mm.PT.56a.28536398
PlxnA2 Mm.PT.56a.7849172
PlxnA3 Mm.PT.56a.8074864.gs
PlxnA4 Mm.PT.56a.43201967
MyoD1 Mm.PT.56a.5271235
GAPDH Mm.PT.39a.1
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3.5 Quantification of phrenic nerve defasciculation, mis-
projecting axons, ectopic muscle and Npn-1 & Slit2
positive motor neurons
To assess phrenic nerve defasciculation within the diaphragm, a Sholl analysis (Sholl,
1953), centered at the PN entry point (PNEP) to the diaphragm, was performed. In-
tersections of the phrenic nerve with concentrical circles at every 50 μm were counted
until the end of the major PN branches and afterwards fitted to a Gaussian regression
curve (Figure 3.1A). Statistics were calculated for the Gaussian curve amplitude.
Figure 3.1: Quantification of EM orientation and illustration of Sholl analysis.
Branching of the PN within costal diaphragm muscles was quantified by counting the intersec-
tions of axons (red dots) with concentrical circles around the PN entry point at every 50 μm (A).
EM myofiber orientation in comparison to fibers of the CoM was measured by calculating the
mean of two angles at both ends of the EMs (B).
For quantification of misprojecting axons into the CTR, only the initial axon entry
and not each individual axonal tip within the CTR was counted. Ectopic muscle quan-
tity and size were evaluated in phase contrast images from developmental stage E15.5
onwards, when EMs were visible the first time. Only muscles with clearly visible my-
ofibers from at least three diaphragms per develop-mental stage and mouse line were
included in the analysis. The orientation of EMs in relation to CoMmyofibers was quan-
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tified by measurement of the shifted angle be-tween both ends of an EM and normal
myofibers (Figure 3.1B). Afterwards, the mean value of both angles was calculated.
The proportion of Npn-1 and Slit2 ISH+ positive motor neurons in the phrenic was
quantified by counting Isl1+/Scip+ neurons which were apparently positive for ISH color
reaction. Furthermore, consecutive sections were stained for FoxP1 and aligned in Pho-
toshop (Adobe, USA) to exclude counting of ISH+ cells within the LMC. Quantification of
expression level was carried out as described (Huettl et al., 2012). In brief, gray value
intensity of ISH stained slides was measured for unspecific background staining within
the white matter of the spinal cord. ISH signal was measured in the phrenic nucleus
and in the LMC and background values were subtracted. Finally, expression level was
calculated by dividing LMC values by phrenic nucleus values. At least four sections per
animal were evaluated and left and right values were pooled.
3.6 Myoblast chemotaxis assay
Diaphragms of eight to ten E14.5 embryos per experiment were dissected and costal
muscles were cleaned from crural muscles as well as the septum transversum. Muscle
tissue was pooled, minced with a micro scalpel, and incubated under continues agi-
tation in 250U/ml collagenase type II in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)
for 10min with final trituration. Non-digested tissue pieces were allowed to settle down
for 30 sec and supernatant was transferred to a new collection tube. This procedure
was repeated three times. Collected primary cells were strained with a 100 μm sieve,
counted with a hemocytometer and directly used for chemotaxis experiments. A small
proportion of primary cells was directly stained against muscle-specific Desmin follow-
ing the protocol for immunohistochemistry and fluorescence activated cell sorted (FAC-
SCalibur, BD, USA) to determine the proportion of MPCs. Acquired data was evaluated
after appropriate gating in FlowJo 7.6.5 (FlowJo, USA).
Trans-well invasion assays were carried out as follows: invasion chambers (8 μm
pore size) were pre-coated ON with 10 μg/ml rat tail collagen I in PBS. The following
day, inserts were rinsed three times in PBS to remove excess collagen. Lower storage
compartments were filled with either control medium alone (DMEM and 10% FBS),
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or with recombinant Slit1 (400 ng/ml), Slit2 (400 ng/ml), Slit1/Slit2 (400 ng/ml each), or
Sema3A (500 ng/ml) in control medium. Invasion chambers were inserted into the lower
storage slot and 2.5 * 103 freshly isolated myoblasts were seeded in the upper compart-
ment in control medium. Seeded inserts were incubated for 24 h and subsequently
fixed for 10min in 4% PFA. Afterwards, membranes were cut out, stained with DAPI
and mounted with Mowiol on glass slides after two washing steps for 3min in PBS.
For data analysis, only fully visible cell nuclei were counted on both sides and subse-
quently the ratio of invaded to non-invaded cells was calculated for four independent
experiments.
Time lapse 3D chemotaxis assays were performed in a linear gradient chemotaxis
chamber slide. Primary MPCs in a concentration of 2,000 cells/μl were mixed together
with collagen I and 10mM NaOH in order to obtain a final suspension of 1,000 cells/μl
in a 1mg/ml collagen I gel matrix. The cell/collagen suspension was injected directly
into the chemotaxis channel and allowed to polymerize for 3 h at 37 ◦C. Subsequently,
μ-slides reservoirs were filled with either control medium (DMEM and 10% FBS) or
Slit1 (400 ng/ml), Slit2 (400 ng/ml), Slit1/Slit2 (400 ng/ml each), or Sema3A (500 ng/ml)
in control medium. Cell migration was imaged every 15min for 24 h in a controlled
environment at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 using a Zeiss Axiovert microscope. Cells were
tracked manually with the MTrackJ plugin for ImageJ (Meijering et al., 2012), evaluated
using the chemotaxis andmigration tool (Ibidi), and shown as center of mass (COM) and
forward migration index (FMI) of the total cell population. Cells which did not migrate
more than 25 μm were determined as non-migrating.
3.7 Statistical analysis
Data were evaluated for statistical significance with GraphPad 5.0 (USA). All results
are shown as mean values ± standard error of mean (SEM). For all experiments and
time points at least three mutants and littermate controls were evaluated. Cell culture
experiments were repeated at least three times in triplicates. A p-value of 0.05 or lower
was considered as significant. After testing for normal data distribution with a D’Agostino
and Pearson test, either a Mann-Whitney-U (no Gaussian distribution) or a two-tailed
unpaired t-test (Gaussian distribution) was performed.
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Results
4.1 Npn-1 is expressed inmotor neurons of the phrenic
nucleus during PPF targeting and diaphragm inner-
vation
Npn-1 is strongly expressed in motor neurons of the LMC at brachial and lumbar lev-
els as well as in MMC neurons (Huber et al., 2005; Huettl et al., 2011). Given the fact
that Npn-1Sema- as well as Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos are born according
to Mendelian inheritance, and dead pups appeared to be cyanotic (data not shown),
not only intercostal, but also phrenic projections might be affected by manipulation of
the Sema3-Npn-1 signaling pathway (Huber et al., 2005; Huettl et al., 2011). To an-
alyze whether Npn-1 is also expressed by pMN during initial targeting of the primor-
dial diaphragm and later innervation of the developing muscle, we performed in situ
hybridization against Npn-1 and fluorescent immunohistochemistry against the PMC
markers Scip and Isl1/2 (Figure 4.1C-D) as well as the LMC marker FoxP1 on consec-
utive sections (Figure 4.1A’-D’) to localize motor neurons of the phrenic nucleus at the
spinal levels C3 to C6 (Philippidou et al., 2012).
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Figure 4.1: Expression of Npn-1 in the phrenic nucleus in the cervical spinal cord during
targeting and innervation of the thoracic diaphragm.
PN motor neurons express Scip (A-D, red) and Isl1/2 (A-D, green) and are negative for FoxP1
(A’-D’, red), which marks limb innervating motor neurons. During PN outgrowth and innerva-
tion of the diaphragm, a subpopulation of Scip+/Isl1+/FoxP1- motor neurons expresses Npn-1
(A”-D”, yellow dotted line). Quantification showed that approximately 70% of somatic MNs in
the PMC express Npn-1 between developmental stage E10.5 to E12.5 and later decreased to
approximately 56% at E15.5 (E). Scale bar: 200 μm.
During the time course of initial diaphragm targeting, a subset of Scip+/Isl1+ (Fig-
ure 4.1A-D, yellow dotted line) motor neurons in the phrenic nucleus expresses Npn-1
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(Figure 4.1A”-D”, yellow dotted line) during targeting of the PPF and subsequent in-
nervation of the diaphragm muscles by the PNs. Quantification of ISH+ cells showed
that 69.87 ± 1.66% SEM of pMNs express Npn-1 at E10.5 and the numbers increased
slightly to 74.83 ± 1.38% SEM at E11.5, and 77.68 ± 1.17% SEM at E12.5. By E15.5,
crural and costal diaphragm muscle development and innervation are mostly finished,
and the PNs have nearly reached the cartilaginous sternum at (Fig.1D, D’). Interest-
ingly, the subpopulation of Npn-1 expressing pMNs is noticeably, but not significantly,
reduced during diaphragm innervation by E15.5 to 55.60 ± 3.71% SEM, when com-
pared to earlier developmental stages (p = 0.1).
Taken together, our findings demonstrate that a subpopulation of pMNs express
Npn-1 during initial targeting of the PNs towards the PFF, as well as at later stages, when
sophisticated innervation of the thoracic diaphragm muscles is established. However,
the expression level of Npn-1 in the PMC seems to be lower when compared to the
LMC.
4.2 Pre-diaphragm fasciculation of the PN is onlymildly
disturbed upon systemic or motor neuron specific
ablation of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling
After verification of Npn-1 expression in pMN during innervation of the diaphragm mus-
cle, we investigated whether loss of the Sema3-Npn-1 signaling pathway affects phrenic
axon targeting to the PPF during early embryonic development. Due to the severity of
axon defasciculation in the brachial plexus of both mutant embryos at E10.5, a reliable
determination of PNs was barred (Huber et al., 2005; Huettl et al., 2011). Therefore,
we performed immunohistochemistry on whole-mount preparations of E11.5 embryos,
when the PNs project towards the PPFs (Figure 4.2A, arrow head), and at E12.5, when
the PNs have reached the developing diaphragm (Figure 4.2A’, arrows) and is starting
to branch and innervate newly formed myofibers and fibroblasts of the PPF (Merrell
et al., 2015). In addition, heterozygote Npn-1Sema- embryos showed the same fascic-
ulated innervation pattern as wildtype mice at developmental stages E11.5 and E12.5
(Figure 7.1A, B).
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Upon systemic ablation of the Sema3-Npn-1 signaling pathway by mutating the
Sema3 binding site of Npn-1 at E11.5, we observed severe defasciculation within the
brachial plexus (Figure 4.2B, asterisk), however, PN axons fasciculated to one specific
branch right after leaving the plexus region (Figure 4.2B, arrow head). By E12.5, the PN
have reached the PPF in a fasciculated manner and initially forming dorsal and ventral
projections of the PN on the developing diaphragmmuscles are comparable to wildtype
littermates (Figure 4.2B’, arrow heads).
Figure 4.2: Whole-mount staining of the brachial plexus during diaphragm targeting.
Whole-mount immunohistochemistry against Hb9::eGFP (somatic motor projections, green)
and neurofilament (motor and sensory axons, red) at stage E11.5 (A-C) and E12.5 (A’-C’).
Control embryos show fasciculated phrenic projections after the brachial plexus at E11.5 (A,
arrowhead). At the same stage, Npn-1Sema- (B) and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos
(C) expose mildly disorganized projections of the phrenic nerve at brachial levels (asterisks).
Interestingly, PN axons reach the developing diaphragm as a fasciculated nerve branch regard-
less of the genotype (A-C, arrow heads). The PN faithfully targets the primordial developing
diaphragm and starts to branch dorsally and ventrally at E12.5 (A’-C’, arrows). H: Heart, L:
Liver, Lu: Lung. Scale bar: 200 μm.
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To elucidate whether Npn-1 is responsible for early fasciculation of the PNs in a cell
autonomous manner, we selectively eliminatedNpn-1 from all somatic motor neurons in
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos. Axons were defasciculated within the plexus
region (Figure 4.2C, asterisk), however, distinct PN projections were formed that tar-
geted the primordial diaphragm (Figure 4.2C, arrow heads). During the initial branch-
ing within the costal muscle at E12.5, no obvious alterations were observed in Npn-
1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos when compared to control littermates (Figure 4.2C’,
arrows).
Hence, although spinal nerves that contribute to the brachial plexus and intercostal
nerves are strongly defasciculated in both Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mu-
tant embryos (Huber et al., 2005; Huettl et al., 2011), Sema3-Npn-1 signaling has no
effect on specific branch formation and initial guidance of the PN axons towards the
PPFs, even when proper fasciculation within the brachial plexus is diminished.
4.3 Npn-1 cell-autonomously governs PN fasciculation
within the diaphragm muscles
The PPFs, which are fully developed by E12.5 in wildtype mice, are positioned medially
at the lateral cervical body wall, and mark the primordial diaphragm where MPCs that
have migrated there from the cervical dermomyotome start to accumulate and finally
fuse to myofibers (Babiuk et al., 2003). During developmental progression of the di-
aphragm, MPCs migrate ventrally on the septum transversum and liver. Overall muscle
pattering of the costal and crural parts of the diaphragm is completed by E16.5, when
migrating myoblasts have reached the early cartilaginous sternum and finished the first
wave of fusion to myofibers (Allan and Greer, 1998; Merrell et al., 2015; Messina and
Cossu, 2009).
To investigate whether the loss of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling affects PN fasciculation
and targeting during the innervation of the newly formed myofibers of the developing di-
aphragm, we stained whole diaphragms of E16.5 embryos. In control embryos, phrenic
motor axons enter the diaphragm at the left and right hemisphere at the height of the
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vena cava (Figure 4.3A, A’, arrows) and form three distinct projections, one of which
targets the crural muscle, and two branches which innervate the ventral and dorsal pro-
portion of the costal musculature (Figure 4.3A, A’, arrow heads) with distinct branching
patterns in each hemisphere. In addition, some thin axon bundles leave their normal
track and project towards the crural muscle of the diaphragm in wildtype embryos (Fig-
ure 4.3A, A’, empty arrow head). Heterozygote Npn-1Sema+/- embryos largely copied
the appearance of wildtype animals at E16.5, while the innervation pattern of the right
CoM suggests a slight different axon branching (Figure 7.1A, B, empty arrow heads).
In contrast, systemic (Figure 4.3B, B’, empty arrow heads) or conditional ablation of
the Sema3-Npn-1 signaling pathway in somatic MNs (Figure 4.3C, C’, empty arrow
heads) lead to severe defasciculation of phrenic motor projections within both costal
and crural musculature. Interestingly, the PN entry point was deviated Npn-1Sema- and
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant diaphragms in some rare cases when compared to wild-
type littermates (Figure 4.3C’, left arrow).
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Figure 4.3: Whole-mount staining of control and mutant diaphragm.
Whole-diaphragm staining against neurofilament and synaptophysin (green). At E16.5, the PN
forms three distinct branches (arrowheads) after the PN entry point (arrow) and a tight inner-
vation at the midline of costal myofibers (A, A’), while Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+
mutant embryos reveal a severely defasciculated innervation pattern (B, B’, C, C’, open arrow-
heads). Fluorescence images were redrawn for a better visualization of PN innervation pattern
of the diaphragm muscles at developmental stage E16.5 (A’-C’). Note that PN branching is not
similar between both costal hemispheres (A’, A’). Scale bar: 1mm.
To quantify these branching abnormalities within the costal muscles, we performed
a Sholl analysis with concentrical circles every 50 μm around the PN entry point and
counted axon intersections with each ring (compare Figure 10B). Quantification of het-
erozygote Npn-1Sema+/- embryos revealed no difference of PN branching in the left CoM
hemisphere, however, bifurcation of the PN was significant differently in the right CoM
hemisphere (p≤0.05, Figure 7.2B).
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Figure 4.4: Sholl analysis of PN axon branching within the diaphragm.
Branching of the right and left PNwithin the costal muscles during development of the diaphragm
was quantified by Sholl analysis centered at the PN entry point. At E16.5 (A), when the di-
aphragm is completely muscularized, the PN of Npn-1Sema- wildtype embryos branched sig-
nificantly less on both costal muscle hemispheres compared to their mutant littermates (left:
4.24±0.17 intersections (int) vs. 6.00±0.18 int; right: 6.47±0.15 int vs. 9.04±0.21 int;
n = 3, p≤0.05). Specific ablation of Npn-1 from PN motor neurons (B) revealed a similar signif-
icant higher branching of the PN between control and mutant embryos (left: 4.37±0.16 int vs.
7.12±0.19 int; right: 6.82±0.17 int vs. 10.50±0.26 int, n = 3, p≤0.05). Significance levels:
* equals p≤0.05.
In contrast, costal muscles are morphologically fully developed and innervated by
PN branches, nerve intersections with Sholl rings have significantly increased by ap-
proximately 42% in the left and 40% in the right costal muscle hemisphere inNpn-1Sema-
mutant embryos when compared to wildtype controls at developmental stage E16.5
(Figure 4.4A). Additionaly, conditional ablation ofNpn-1 in all somatic MNs also showed
a significant increase to 63% of aberrant costal nerve branching of the PN in the left
hemisphere, and 54% in the right hemisphere of mutant diaphragms (Figure 4.4B),
which is very reminiscent of what we observed upon systemic ablation of Sema3-Npn-1
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signaling.
We further analyzed costal diaphragm innervation at earlier developmental stages
in Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre mouse lines by adding up all PN intersections
with Sholl circles (sum of intersections, SOI) until the end of axonal innervation. We
could not detect any significant difference of the SOI when comparing Npn-1Sema+/- het-
erozygote embryos to wildtype controls (Figure 7.2C). However, while the SOI was not
consistently significant for both costal hemispheres at E13.5 when costal and crural
nerves start bifurcating, PN branching was significantly higher from E14.5 onwards,
with an approximate increase of 78% in the left and 55% in the right hemisphere in
both mutant mouse lines when compared to control littermates (Figure 4.5A, B).
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Figure 4.5: Quantification of PN branching within the diaphragm during development.
Entire defasciculation of the PN during E13.5 to E16.5 is shown by the sum of all intersec-
tions (SOI, A, B). Comparison of the SOI between Npn-1Sema+/+ and Npn-1Sema-/- embryos
showed a significant difference in all observed stages in the left costal hemisphere, while the
right costal hemisphere was significant different from developmental stage E14.5 onwards.
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutants showed tantamount results when compared to control embryos.
Despite branching in the left costal hemisphere at E13.5, PN branching was significant higher
in mutant animals from E13.5 to E16.5. Data represents mean & SEM. Significance levels:
* equals p≤0.05, ** equals p≤0.01, ns: not significant. Npn-1Sema+/+ vs. Npn-1Sema-/-: left
hemisphere - E13.5: 44.00±5.86 SOI, n = 3 vs. 74.50±7.03 SOI, n = 4, p≤0.05; E14.5:
62.33±0.88 SOI vs. 152.70±16.70 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.05; E15.5: 116.00±15.31 SOI vs.
184.00±11.85 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.05; E16.5: 156.00±8.51 SOI, n = 3 vs. 227.00±16.05 SOI,
n = 4, p≤0.05 and right hemisphere - E13.5: 61.00±9.45 SOI, n = 3 vs. 85.25±4.55 SOI,
n = 4, p = 0.052; E14.5: 103.00±5.51 SOI vs. 175.30±21.37 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.05; E15.5:
192.7±11.62 SOI vs. 271.70±21.40 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.05; E16.5: 179.70±11.20 SOI, n = 3
vs. 284.00±29.68 SOI, n = 4, p≤0.05. Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre- vs. Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+:
left hemisphere - E13.5: 73.50±30.50 SOI vs. 88.00±3.51 SOI, n = 3, p = 0.7191; E14.5:
69.33±2.91 SOI vs. 155.00±11.59 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.01, E15.5: 121.00±7.10 SOI vs.
176.00±13.80 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.05; E16.5: 137.00±25.79 SOI vs. 295.00±17.21 SOI,
n = 3, p≤0.01 and right hemisphere - E13.5: 67.00±10.79 SOI vs. 101.70±5.18 SOI, n = 3,
p≤0.05; E14.5: 99.33±17.07 SOI, n = 3 vs. 161.00±13.74 SOI, n = 4, p≤0.05; E15.5:
139.30±4.41 SOI vs. 217.30±23.39 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.05; E16.5: 175.00±15.01 SOI vs.
295.00±17.21 SOI, n = 3, p≤0.01.
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Our results thus show that, first, Sema3-Npn-1 signaling cell autonomously gov-
erns PN fasciculation and branching during innervation of the costal muscles of the
diaphragm and, second, the left costal muscle hemisphere is more affected than the
right one.
4.4 Misprojecting PN axons innervate ectopic muscles
in the CTR of the diaphragm
The CTR of the diaphragm is a tendinous tissue which provides functional force trans-
duction between both costal muscle hemispheres. Normally, this region is free of mus-
cles and/or nerve endings, and harbors only veins and arteries in close proximity to
the medial part of the costal muscles (Stuelsatz et al., 2012). Remarkably, we ob-
served a significant 8.7-fold increase in the number of misprojecting axons into the
CTR of Npn-1Sema- mutants when compared to control embryos (Figure 4.3B and Fig-
ure 4.6A, arrowheads) already during initial innervation of the diaphragm at E13.5.
During progression of diaphragm development, misprojected axons remain elevated
in Npn-1Sema- mutants, however, the quantity of misguided axons did not change signif-
icantly over developmental stages (Figure 4.6B). Intriguingly, upon closer investigation
of the CTR, we observed ectopically formed muscle patches in embryos where Sema3-
Npn-1 signaling was abolished systemically. Interestingly, nearly all of these EMs were
innervated by misprojected axons (97.66±1.05%SEM), while approximately one tenth
(12.25±2.56%SEM) of the misprojected axons did not innervate EMs (Figure 4.6A,
A’), which were evident from E15.5 onwards until late adulthood. Similar to Npn-1Sema-
wildtype animals, Npn-1Sema+/- diaphragms revealed a similar average low incidence of
approximately 0.82±0.29SEMmisprojecting axons into the CTR and 0.79±0.18SEM
EMs over all developmental stages (Figure 7.3B, C).
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Figure 4.6: PN axons misproject into the CTR after systemic ablation of Sema3-Npn-1
signaling.
Whole-mount diaphragm staining against neurofilament (green), actin (blue) and acetylcholine
receptors at neuromuscular junctions (red) revealed some misprojecting axons into the CTR of
Npn-1Sema-/- (A, arrowheads), which is normally free of axons in wildtype embryos. At E16.5,
the majority of these misprojecting axons innervate ectopic muscles in the CTR (A, dotted lines).
Phase contrast microscopy showed a typical alignedmyofiber orientation which was comparable
to native costal muscles of the diaphragm, but did not have a specific orientation (A’). Mispro-
jection of PN axons into the CTR is observed as early as E13.5, directly after nerve division
into three distinct branches. Quantification revealed significantly more axons that misproject
into the CTR in Npn-1Sema-/- (B) mutant embryos when compared to control embryos over the
whole diaphragm development. Npn-1Sema+/+ vs. Npn-1Sema-/- - E13.5: 0.00±0.00, n = 4 vs.
4.67±0.33, n = 3, p≤0.05; E14.5: 0.00±0.00, n = 4 vs. 6.67±1.45, n = 3, p≤0.05; E15.5:
0.00±0.00, n = 3 vs. 6.75±0.48, n = 4, p≤0.05; E16.5: 0.00±0.00, n = 4 vs. 5.33±1.20,
n = 3, p≤0.05; E17.5: 0.43±0.20, n = 7 vs. 5.80±0.37, n = 5, p≤0.01; E18.5: 0.40±0.00,
n = 5 vs. 7.25±1.38, n = 4, p≤0.05; E19.5/P0: 0.00±0.00, n = 4 vs. 5.71±0.81, n = 7,
p≤0.01. Data represents the mean & SEM. Significance levels: * equals p≤0.05, ** equals
p≤0.01. Scale bar: 200 μm.
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As Sema3-Npn-1 signaling is involved in a variety of developmental processes such
as the upregulation of the muscle-specific transcription factor MyoG in satellite cells,
syndecan-dependend cell-autonomous upregulation of Sema3A in myoblasts, or de-
velopment of lyphatic valves (Bouvrée et al., 2012; Do et al., 2015; Suzuki et al., 2013),
Sema3-Npn-1 signaling in MPCsmight be responsible for misguidance of PN axons into
the CTR and subsequent EM formation. Therefore, we performed qPCR for Sema3A in
addition to its binding partners and downstream signaling receptors, respectively. We
showed that Npn-1 (red), together with the PlexinA co-receptors (orange), is highly up-
regulated in cells of the costal musculature when compared to its expression level of
cells in the CTR (Figure 4.7). Furthermore, Sema3A is even higher expressed in cells
of the CoM when compared to its receptors (Figure 4.7, green).
Figure 4.7: Sema3A and its signaling receptors are express in myoblasts of the CoM
during diaphragm development.
Quantitative PCR revealed that Sema3A, Npn-1 and PlexinA are highly expressed in cells of the
CoM when compared to cells from the CTR at E16.5. The muscle specific transcription factor
MyoD1 served as positive control. Fold-increase CoM vs. CTR: MyoD1 – 11.91, Sema3A
– 11.33, Npn-1 – 5.18, PlexA1 – 5.63, PlexA2 – 3.51, PlexA3 – 4.21, PlexA4 – 3.67. Data
represents one qPCR with four pooled diaphragms.
Consequently, Sema3-Npn-1 signaling might affect ectopic myofiber formation in
the CTR and therefore, we utilized conditional ablation of Npn-1 in all somatic motor
neurons, including pMNs, to analyze whether mismigration of MPCs into the CTR is
caused by systemic loss of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling or by an additional mechanism.
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos showed a very similar pattern of misprojecting
axons towards the CTR when compared to Npn-1Sema- mutants, with no clear favor of a
specific part of the CTR (Figure 4.8A, arrowheads). Intriguingly, removal of Npn-1 from
somatic MNs revealed the same innervated EMs with a striated muscle fiber pattern as
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systemic ablation of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling (Figure 4.8A’). Quantification of misguided
axons showed a significant average 9.3-fold increase of misprojecting axons into the
CTR (Figure 4.8B) in Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos when compared to Cre-
control embryos. Misprojecting axons and EMs quantity did not change significantly
during later development in Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ animals.
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Figure 4.8: Quantification of misprojecting axons into the CTR during development after
conditional ablation Npn-1 in somatic MNs.
Whole-mount diaphragm staining against neurofilament (green), actin (blue) and acetylcholine
receptors at motor endplates (red) revealed the same misprojecting axons into the CTR as
shown for Npn-1Sema- mutant animals (A, arrowheads), while some axons occasionally did
not innervate striated EMs (A, asterisk, A’). The majority of these misprojecting axons in-
nervate ectopic muscles in the CTR (A, dotted lines). Quantification revealed significantly
more axons that misproject into the CTR Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos when com-
pared to control embryos over the whole diaphragm development (B). Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre-
vs. Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ - E13.5: 0.67±0.67, n = 3 vs. 6.20±0.86, n = 5, p≤0.05; E14.5:
0.67±0.67, n = 3 vs. 8.00±0.71, n = 4, p≤0.05; E15.5: 0.50±0.29, n = 4 vs. 8.00±1.00,
n = 3, p≤0.05; E16.5: 1.00±0.71, n = 4 vs. 5.25±0.48, n = 4, p≤0.05; E17.5: 0.50±0.50,
n = 4 vs. 4.60±1.29, n = 5, p≤0.05; E18.5: 1.00±0.41, n = 4 vs. 6.00±0.71, n = 4, p≤0.05;
E19.5/P0: 0.63±0.38, n = 8 vs. 4.80±0.58, n = 5, p≤0.01). Data represents the mean & SEM.
Significance levels: * equals p≤0.05, ** equals p≤0.01.
Furthermore, we quantified the number of EMs by counting clearly visible striated
muscles patches within the CTR from developmental stage E15.5 onwards. Although
we occasionally observed EMs in wildtype or control animals, EM formation was signif-
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icantly increased in Npn-1Sema- or Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos when com-
pared to control littermates (Figure 4.9A, B). To assess the mean spatial location of
EMs within the CTR, we divided the whole the CTR in 16 fields and summed up EMs
in each field by pooling all developmental stages of Npn-1Sema- or Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre
diaphragms. Interestingly, myocyte fusion was higher in the left side of the CTR when
compared to the right side. However, EMs also formed in all other areas of the CTR
(Figure 4.9C).
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Figure 4.9: Quantification of EMs within the CTR during development and adulthood.
Quantification of EMs in Npn-1Sema- (A) and Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre (B) mouse lines revealed a
slight, but not significant, increase of ectopic muscles from E15.5 till the beginning of mus-
cle hypertrophy at E16.5/E17.5 (secondary myogenic wave), which slightly decreased during
adulthood. EMs preferentially developed on the left side of the CTR (C). Ectopic muscles:
Npn-1Sema+/+ vs. Npn-1Sema-/- - E15.5: 0.40±0.40, n = 5 vs. 2.13±0.30, n = 8, p≤0.05; E16.5:
0.25±0.25, n = 4 vs. 3.50±0.87, n = 4, p≤0.05; E17.5: 1.00±0.22, n = 7 vs. 4.00±0.53,
n = 7, p≤0.01; E18.5: 0.40±0.25, n = 5 vs. 4.33±0.42, n = 6, p≤0.01; E19.5/P0: 0.17±0.17,
n = 6 vs. 3.29±0.81, n = 7, p≤0.05; adult: 0.00±0.00, n = 4 vs. 3.33±1.33, n = 3, p≤0.05 and
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre- vs. Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ - E15.5: 0.33±0.33, n = 3 vs. 1.67±0.88,
n = 3, p = 0.36; E16.5: 0.50±0.17, n = 14 vs. 2.57±0.72, n = 7, p≤0.01; E17.5: 0.20±0.20,
n = 5 vs. 4.00±0.91, n = 4, p≤0.05; E18.5: 0.25±0.25, n = 4 vs. 3.60±0.98, n = 5, p≤0.05;
E19.5/P0: 0.33±0.33, n = 3 vs. 4.00±0.71, n = 4, p≤0.05; adult: 0.20±0.20, n = 5 vs.
2.56±0.77, n = 9, p≤0.05). EM location: 119 muscles of 34 animals. Data represents the
mean & SEM. Significance levels: * equals p≤0.05, ** equals p≤0.01, ns: not significant. Ab-
breviation: vc - vena cava.
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4.5 Somatic motor neurons are not involved in normal
muscle development but essential for EM formation
We next analyzed whether misprojected PN axons are the basis for EM formation.
Therefore, we analyzed Olig2-Cre homozygote mutants at E16.5 that lack all somatic
MNs due the replacement of exon 2 with the coding sequence for Cre recombinase
(Dessaud et al., 2007). Whole-mount staining showed the absence of PN axons in
Olig2-/- mutant animals when compared to wildtype littermates (Figure 4.10A, B, arrow).
Furthermore, the NMJ band at the midline within CoM is broadened (Figure 4.10A’,
B’). Interestingly, costal diaphragm muscles are morphologically normal developed and
span the entire thoracic cave (Figure 4.10C, D). Nevertheless, CoM thickness of Olig2-/-
mutant embryos is considerably reduced when compared to heterozygous control em-
bryos (Figure 4.10C’, D’). This muscle thinning in mutant animals is accompanied by
the loss of a muscle surrounding collagenous ECM (red), namely the epimysium (Fig-
ure 4.10C’, D’; arrow heads). The collagen rich epimysium normally provides a passive
mechanical force at highmuscle strains (Gao et al., 2008). However, we never observed
EMs in the CTR of Olig2-/- mutant animals (n = 8).
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Figure 4.10: Complete removal of somatic MNs affects muscle development of the di-
aphragm.
Staining against neurofilament (A’, B’) and AChR (A’, B’) revealed the absence of PN axons
in Olig2-/- mutant animals (B) leads to a broadening of the NMJ band (B’) when compared to
wildtype controls (A, A’). Picrosirius Red staining of frontal paraffin sections revealed a profound
reduction of diaphragm muscle thickness in Olig2-Cre homozygote animals (D, D’) when com-
pared heterozygote controls (C, C’). Furthermore, wildtype diaphragms form a normal collagen
rich epimysium (D’, arrowheads), while mutant diaphragm do not. Scale bar: A, B - 1mm; C,
D - 500 μm; A’, B’, C’, D’ - 50 μm.
Thus, even if diaphragm muscles can form after ablation of somatic MNs, hypertro-
phy of myofibers is reduced. However, we did not observe any EMs in Olig2-/- mutant
animals, which underlines the importance of misprojecting axons for ectopic MPC fu-
sion within the CTR.
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4.6 Ectopic muscles are likely to develop from muscle
rather than transdifferentiation of tendon progeni-
tor cells
To assess the underlying reason for EM formation, we investigated the localization of
ectopic muscles within the CTR of the diaphragm. On the one hand, trans-differentiation
of PPF fibroblasts, which migrate on the septum transversum and later form the CTR
during development (Merrell et al., 2015), might cause EMs that are embedded within
the CTR. On the other hand, migrating myoblasts may result in EMs, which lie directly
on top of the CTR. Indeed, Picrosirius Red (PR) staining on frontal paraffin sections of
mutant diaphragms at E16.5 indicates that newly formed muscles are located on top of
the CTR (Figure 21A, B, arrow heads and dashed line, respectively), thus arguing for
the latter. Polarization light microscopy on PR stained diaphragm sections furthermore
revealed thick collagen I fibers below ectopic muscles (Figure 21A’, B’; yellow-orange
birefringence) which mark the highly organized collagenous CTR.
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Figure 4.11: Rostral-caudal localization of EMs within the CTR.
Picrosirius Red staining (A, B) on frontal section of E16.5 Npn-1Sema- (A) and
Npn-1cond;Olig2-Cre (B) mutant embryos shows that ectopic muscles (dotted lines) are
lying on top of the CTR (dashed lines) and are not surrounded by collagenous ECM (arrow
heads). Polarization microscopy further underpinnes the results, as they stretch on top of
birefringent collagen fibers of the CTR. Scale bar: 100 μm.
Taken together, PN axons are misguided at a significantly higher rate into the CTR of
the diaphragmupon either systemic ormotor neuron specific ablation of the Sema3-Npn-1
signaling pathway and innervate EMs which are formed in the CTR. These ectopic mus-
cles appear to derive from MPCs that are mismigrating on top of tendinous tissue of
the CTR. Given the fact, that ectopic muscles are also established upon motor neu-
ron specific elimination of Npn-1, a direct effect of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling on migrating
myoblasts appears unlikely and thus secondary effects of axons mismigrating into the
CTR may cause EM formation.
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4.7 Slits andRobo are expressed in pMNandmyoblasts
that will form costal muscles, respectively, during
diaphragm development
Recent findings revealed a direct effect of Slit-Robo signaling not only on phrenic nerve
fasciculation (Jaworski and Tessier-Lavigne, 2012), but Slit proteins which are released
by the sclerotome, which is the source for later bones, were also shown to repel pio-
neering myoblasts during early embryonic development (Halperin-Barlev and Kalcheim,
2011). At later stages, migrating pioneering myoblasts are attracted by Slit proteins
released by the tendon to guide them to their final destination (Kramer, 2001). We hy-
pothesized that Slit-Robo signaling betweenmotor neuron growth cones and pioneering
and/or migrating myoblasts might be the underlying origin of ectopic muscle formation
in Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant mice.
To analyze whether Slit and Robo are expressed during the phase of diaphragm
muscle generation and axon guidance, we performed in situ hybridization on spinal
cord sections and the costal muscle during critical developmental time points. During
diaphragm innervation, Slit2 (Figure 4.12A”-D”) is strongly expressed in the majority
of Scip+/Isl1+ MNs in the phrenic nucleus between E10.5 to E12.5 and E15.5 (Fig-
ure 4.12A-D). We also performed in situ hybridization against Slit1, which is strongly
expressed in the floor plate but showed no noticeable expression in the ventral horn
(data not shown).
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Figure 4.12: Expression of Slit2 in the phrenic nucleus in the cervical spinal cord during
targeting and innervation of the thoracic diaphragm.
ISH against Slit2 (A” to D”) and IHC against pMN (yellow dashed line) specific marker Isl1/2
and Scip (A-D) revealed a strong expression of Slit2 during PN targeting (E10.5 and E11.5) and
innervation of the thoracic diaphragm (E12.5 and E15.5). IHC against FoxP1 (A’ to D’), a marker
for limb innervating MNs of the LMC, was used to further specify the PMC. Scale bar: 200 μm.
Correspondingly, the Slit receptor Robo1 (Figure 4.13A’) is expressed in Desmin+
MPCs (Figure 4.13A) at the developmental stage E15.5, when MPCs migrate and fuse
on the septum transversum. In contrast, in situ hybridization againstRobo2 (Figure 4.13B’)
showed no expression in Desmin+ cells (Figure 4.13B) of the costal diaphragm muscle,
but a weak expression in the intermediate zone between the diaphragm muscle and
the liver. Robo expression in costal diaphragm cells was further validated by qPCR on
whole costal diaphragm RNA isolation at E14.5, which revealed an approximately 2-fold
increased expression of Robo1 when compared to Robo2 (Figure 4.13C).
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Figure 4.13: Expression of Robo1 and Robo2 in MPCs of the diaphragm during develop-
ment.
ISH against Robo1 and Robo2 and IHC against Desmin+ MPCs of the costal diaphragm mus-
cle showed that Robo1 (A’) is expressed within the Desmin+ cells of the CoM of the diaphragm
(A). In contrast, Robo2 (B’) is expressed within cells of the intermediate zone between the di-
aphragm and the liver (B, B’, arrow heads). Robo expression within MPCs of the CoM was fur-
ther validated with qPCR and showed approximately 2-fold higher expression of Robo1 when
compared to Robo2 (0.0042±0.00056 vs. 0.0025±0.00014; n = 3; p 0.05; Mean & SEM).
H: heart, D: diaphragm, L: liver. Scale bar: 200 μm.
Thus, Slit and Robo mRNA is present in pMNs and myoblasts, respectively, at the
time when EMs are generated, and might contribute to the formation of EMs in the CTR
upon misguidance of phrenic axons into the CTR.
4.8 A subpopulation of primary MPCs is attracted by
Slit1 and Slit2
To test our hypothesis of an attractive effect of Slit on MPCs, we performed chemotaxis
experiments in vitro with freshly isolated primary MPCs from the CoM of the diaphragm
in a transwell and 3D collagen matrix respectively. Purity of obtained costal muscle
MPCs was validated by the muscle specific marker Desmin and quantification by FACS
analysis showed that the majority of isolated pMPCs of E14.5 embryos were positive
for Desmin (Figure 4.14A, B).
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Figure 4.14: Characterization of primary MPCs and its response to chemokines.
Primary MPCs were tested by FACS analysis for Desmin+ cells in isolated cells. Primary MPCs
had a relatively homogenous size (A) and themajority of obtained cells were positive for themyo-
genic marker Desmin (B’). A transwell migration assay showed that Slit1 and Slit2, as well as the
combination of both, are strongly attractive when compared to the negative control without any
ligand. In contrast, Sema3A had no attractive effect of MPCs of the costal diaphragm muscle.
FGF2, a known MPCs attractant served as a positive control (C). Percent of invaded cells: neg-
ative - 20.64±1.50%, Fgf2 - 50.80±2.82%, Slit1 - 40.39±3.52%, Slit2 - 53.53±3.48%, Slit1
and Slit2 - 59.79±6.48%; all p≤0.05; and Sema3A - 30.50±2.80%, p = 0.057; n = 4 for all ex-
periments. Data represents the mean & SEM. Significance levels: * equals p≤0.05, ns: not
significant.
To further analyze the functional effect of Slit ligands on MPCs, we carried out
chemotaxis experiments in a 3D collagen I matrix. Primary MPCs which were not ex-
posed to a chemotaxis gradient, did not show a high migration potential (Figure 4.15A).
Fgf2, a well-known attractant for myogenic cell lines (Bischoff, 1997; Corti et al., 2001),
attracted 53% of all cells, while 46% of the cells did not show a repulsive or attrac-
tive response (Figure 4.15B). Treatment with either Slit1 (Figure 4.15C) or Slit2 (Fig-
ure 4.15D) resulted in an increase to 29% and 26% of attracted cells, respectively. The
combination of Slit1 and Slit2 further raised the proportion of attracted primary cells to
49%. Intriguingly, a fraction of primary MPCs (pMPCs) is repelled by the combination
of Slit1/2 (21%) when compared to Slit1 (7%) or Slit2 (0%) alone (Figure 4.15E). In-
terestingly, Sema3A did not lead to attraction of MPCs as already shown in transwell
experiments, it moreover strongly repelled the majority (59%) of primary MPCs (Fig-
ure 4.15F).
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Figure 4.15: Chemotaxis assay of pMPCs in a 3D collagen matrix.
Chemotaxis assays with primary costal muscle MPCs of the diaphragm in a collagen I matrix
reveals that approximately half of all cells are attracted by FGF2 (B) while cells without any
chemo-kine are hardly attracted (A). In contrast, Slit1 (C) and Slit2 (D) attracted almost one
third of MPCs. Exposure of primary cells to a combination of Slit1 & Slit2 further enhanced the
attractive effect, while roughly one fifth turned towards repulsion (E). Interestingly, confronting
MPCs to Sema3A strongly repelled the majority of cells (F). Scale bar in μm. Black centric
circles illustrate non-migrated cells.
In addition, we calculated the forward migration index (FMI) (Figure 4.16A) and the
center of mass (COM) (Figure 4.16B) of all cells after 24 h to quantify the direction of
migration. While cells, which were not exposed to a gradient, showed a non-directed
migration, FGF2 treatment strongly attracted pMPCs. Slit1 or Slit2 copied the attractive
effect on migration of MPCs to a lesser extent, while combined exposure of Slit1 and
Slit2 showed a non-directed migration for the whole cell population comparable to the
negative control. Furthermore, quantification of the FMI and COM of Sema3A exposed
pMPCs showed an even more drastic repellent effect.
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Figure 4.16: Quantification of FMI and COM of pMPCs during chemotaxis by soluble
ligands.
Quantification of migrating cell efficiency and direction by determining the FMI (A) and COM
(B) showed that FGF2, as well as Slit1 and Slit2 significantly attracted MPCs, while the FMI
or COM did not change with the combination of both Slit proteins. Remarkably, Sema3A had
a solid repulsive effect on MPCs in a 3D collagen matrix. FMI: negative - 0.015±0.012, 45
cells; Fgf2 - -0.216±0.039, 70 cells, p≤0.001; Slit1 - -0.141±0.032, 75 cells, p≤0.01; Slit2 -
-0.121±0.026, 76 cells, p≤0.001; Slit1 and Slit2 - -0.050±0.042, 67 cells, ns; Sema3A -
0.315±0.047, 76 cells, p≤0.001. COM: negative - 1.41±1.11; Fgf2 - -60.1±11.8, p≤0.001;
Slit1 - -42.4±10.7, p≤0.01; Slit2 - -43.9±10.8, p≤0.001; Slit1 and Slit2 - -3.2±10.3, ns;
Sema3A - 58.2±10.3, p≤0.001; same cells numbers as FMI. Data represents themean & SEM
of four independent experiments. Significance levels: ** equals p≤0.01, *** equals p≤0.001,
ns: not significant.
Taken together, a subpopulation of primaryMPCs fromE14.5 costal diaphragmmus-
cles are attracted by Slit1 and Slit2, and the combination of both ligands results in a
cumulative attractive effect, while Sema3A strongly repelled pMPCs.
4.9 Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant neo-
nates show increased lethality
In contrast to the moderate phenotype prior to diaphragm innervation and targeting,
mutants of both used mouse lines revealed a severe increase of axon branching over
the whole period of diaphragm development. Interestingly, both mouse lines are born in
a normal Mendelian inheritance, however, only approximately 60% of Npn-1Sema- and
70% of Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos survive the first postnatal weeks (Gu
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et al., 2003; Söllner, 2012). As deceased neonates appeared cyanotic, it might be pos-
sible that proper innervation of the diaphragm is not established during development.
One indication of misdevelopment of correct synapse innervation is the broadening of
the NMJ band at the midline of muscle, which could be shown in ETS related pro-
tein (Erm) or Agrin (Arg) mutant mice (Hippenmeyer et al., 2007; Tezuka et al., 2014).
Therefore, we stained NMJs of costal diaphragm muscles with α-bungarotoxin at devel-
opmental stage E16.5 and determined the NMJ band width (Figure 4.17). Interestingly,
even though we could observe a severe defasciculation of PN axons in the diaphragm,
measurement of NMJ band width of Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant em-
bryos revealed no significant difference, when compared to control littermates.
Figure 4.17: Manipulation of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling is not affecting NMJ band width in
the CoM of the diaphragm.
α-bungarotoxin staining of NMJs within the center of costal diaphragm muscles at E16.5 re-
vealed a similar patterning of NMJ bands of Npn-1Sema- (B) and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ (C)
mutant embryos when compared to control littermates (A). Measurement of the NMJ band width
revealed no significant broadening of the NMJ band of both mutant mouse lines (Npn-1Sema-:
orange; Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+: red) when compared to control embryos (D, green, p>0.05).
Scale bar: 200 μm.
Thus, broadening of the central NMJ band within CoM of the diaphragm is arguably
not the reason for neonatal death. Another possibility might be that the size or the
length of EMs is affecting normal physiological contraction of the diaphragm in mutant
animals. Therefore, we measured the area of EMs over all developmental stages and
in adult mice.
Even though wildtype animals have significant less ectopic muscles when compared
to Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos (compare Figure 4.9), quan-
tification of the size showed no significant difference between mutant EMs and the very
rarely occurring EMs in control embryos at the same stage (Figure 4.18A, B). Although
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EM size decreased significantly in Npn-1Sema- mutants during adulthood, EMs were still
present, while we could not observe any EMs in adult wildtype animals (Figure 4.18A).
Furthermore, the length of muscle fibers is decisive for the total contractile magnitude,
as the mean sarcomere length is varying around 1.6 and 2.6 μm depending of the cur-
rent status of muscle contraction (Edman, 1979; Gordon et al., 1966). Consequently,
we also measured the myofiber length of EMs in the midline and pooled the data of all
developmental stages. We could not see any significant difference between Npn-1Sema-
and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos and their control animals concerning the
length of EM myofibers (Figure 4.18C).
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Figure 4.18: No difference of EM size and length between mutant and control embryos.
Even if EM were a very rare event in wildtype mice, comparison of EM size between wildtype
animals was not different when compared to Npn-1Sema- (A) and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ (B) mu-
tants. Npn-1Sema+/+ vs. Npn-1Sema-/-: E15.5 - 0.377±0.029 mm2, n = 3 vs. 0.344±0.046mm2,
n = 4; E16.5 - 0.361±0.063mm2, n = 4 vs. 0.354±0.073 mm2, n = 3; E17.5 -
0.587±0.029mm2, n = 4 vs. 0.504±0.071mm2, n = 23; E18.5 - 0.517±0.065mm2, n = 3
vs. 0.532±0.072mm2, n = 16; E19.5/P0 - 0.635±0.107mm2, n = 3 vs. 0.625±0.104mm2,
n = 17; adult - 0 EMs, n = 3 vs. 0.233±0.025mm2, n = 6. Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre- vs.
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+: E15.5 - 0.283±0.090mm2, n = 3 vs. 0.236±0.040mm2, n = 4; E16.5 -
0.421±0.122mm2, n = 4 vs. 0.622±0.111mm2, n = 6; E17.5 - 0.456±0.032mm2, n = 5 vs.
0.670±0.032mm2, n = 9; E18.5 - 0.532±0.072mm2, n = 3 vs. 0.490±0.063mm2, n = 15;
E19.5/P0 - 0.438±0.089mm2, n = 7 vs. 0.467±0.099mm2, n = 13; adult - 0.286±0.155mm2,
n = 4 vs. 0.222±0.033mm2, n = 16. Furthermore, EM length revealed no significant difference
between mutant embryos of both mouse lines and their littermate controls. Npn-1Sema+/+ vs.
Npn-1Sema-/-: 402.8±33.4 μm, n=7 vs. 376.9±16.7 μm, n=72 and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre- vs.
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+: 335.8±15.5 μm, n=21 vs. 347.6±21.17 μm, n=50. Data represents
the mean & SEM. p>0.05 for all developmental stages, ns: not significant.
Although individual EM size and length of individual EMs was not different between
Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant and control embryos, the total EM area
that occupies the CTR might be differing. We therefore calculated the cumulative EM
area of each animal, by summing up all EM area values, and comparedmutant to control
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embryos. As the quantity of EMs for individual animals did not change significantly over
the time course of development, we pooled all animals from stage E15.5 to E19.5/P0.
Quantification of the cumulative EM area showed an approximate 2.4-fold increase for
Npn-1Sema- and an 2.1-fold increase for Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutants when compared
to their wildtype or control embryos (Figure 4.19).
Figure 4.19: Mutant animals of both mouse lines have an increased cumulative EM area.
Quantification of the cumulative EM area of each animal revealed a significant increase of total
EM area inNpn-1Sema- andNpn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos when compared to their con-
trol embryos. Npn-1Sema+/+ vs. Npn-1Sema-/-: 0.687±0.667mm2, n = 6 vs. 1.636±0.255mm2,
n = 23, p≤0.01. NNpn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre- vs. Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+: 0.708±0.121mm2,
n = 12 vs. 1.488±0.278mm2, n = 16, p≤0.05. Data represents the mean & SEM. Significance
levels: * equals p≤0.05, ** equals p≤0.01.
Since not only the length or area of EMs, but also their orientation within the CTR
in regard to the CoM of the diaphragm might influence successful force transmission
of the diaphragm (Steffen et al., 2007), we measured the angle between native CoM
fibers and ectopic myofibers. The results show that the majority of EM is orientated in an
approximate 45◦ angle to diaphragm muscle fibers (Figure 4.20A, B) of both Npn-1Sema-
and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos. Nevertheless, some EMs either aligned
more or less in the direction of native CoMs or even adjusted an orthogonal position
compared to CoM myofibers in both mutant mouse lines.
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Figure 4.20: The majority of EMs show a nonlinear alignment towards CoM fibers.
Measurement of the relative orientation revealed, that the majority of EMs in both mutant mouse
lines adapt approximately an 45◦ angle to costal muscle fibers (A, B). All developmental stages
were pooled for quantification. Npn-1Sema-: 48.56±2.17◦, n = 77 and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+:
44.32±2.21◦, n = 86; mean & SEM.
Taken together, Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos show no al-
teration of NMJ patterning at the midline of CoMs when compared to control embryos.
Furthermore, EM size and myofiber length is not different between mutants of both
mouse lines and the rarely occurring EMs in control animals. Nevertheless, due to the
higher number of EMs in specific animals, mutant embryos show a significantly higher
EM area than their controls. Furthermore, the orientation of EMs in correlation to CoM
fibers is severely shifted and thus might be the reason for diaphragm disfunction in
mutant animals.
4.10 Systemic ablation of Robo1 andRobo2 showed no
ectopic muscle formation, but a severe misalign-
ment of muscle fibers in the diaphragm
The Robo receptors 1 and 2 were shown to act redundantly during development of a
plentitude of different tissues, e.g. the vascularization of the retina, pioneering lon-
gitudinal axons, or separation of cells during the formation of the foregut (Domyan
et al., 2013; Farmer et al., 2008; Rama et al., 2015). Furthermore, Robo1/2 double
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knockout animals have a reduced PN fasciculation and an impaired innervation of the
thoracic diaphragm (Jaworski and Tessier-Lavigne, 2012). Therefore, we performed
whole-mount IHC staining against Neurofilament and Actin on Robo1+/+/Robo2+/+ and
Robo1-/-/Robo2-/- diaphragms at developmental stage E16.5. Diaphragms of Robo1/2
wildtype animals showed normal innervation of the CoM at the midline of myofibers
and myocyte fusion arrived at the sternum (Figure 4.21A, A’, arrow), though some PN
axons that normally innervate the costal musculature branch into the CrM. In contrast,
Robo1/2 mutant embryos revealed the mild defasciculation of PN axons that innervate
costal myofibers that were already shown by Jaworski A. (Jaworski and Tessier-Lavigne,
2012). Furthermore, we could not observe any misprojecting axons into the CTR, but
also no EM formation. Interestingly, however, the ventral proportion of the CoM was not
fully developed at E16.5 (Figure 4.21B, B’, arrow).
Figure 4.21: Robo1/Robo2 mutants have no misprojecting axons into the CTR, but also
no ectopic muscle formation.
Whole-mount staining against Neurofilament and Synaptophysin (green) as well as Actin (red).
At E16.5, wildtype diaphragm showed normal innervation and formation of the musculature (A,
A’, arrow). In contrast, diaphragms of Robo1/2-/- double mutant animals revealed a slightly
different innervation pattern and, contrary to the wildtype situation, a misdevelopment of the
ventral CoM (B, B’, arrow). Robo1+/+/Robo2+/+: n = 3; Robo1-/-/Robo2-/-: n = 4. Scale bar: 1mm.
It has been shown previously that the manipulation of Slit-Robo signaling has a se-
vere effect onmyoblast migration and subsequentmyocyte fusion in Drosophila (Kramer,
2001; Steigemann et al., 2004). Nonetheless, no similar results have been reported for
mammalian muscle development. Therefore, we took a closer look at myofiber orga-
nization within the musculature. Interestingly, Robo1/2 double mutant embryos (Fig-
ure 4.22B’, arrowheads) had a severe misalignment of myofibers when compared to
their littermate controls (Figure 4.22A’, arrow heads). However, innervation of these
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myofibers by PN axons seemed to be normal 4.22A, B, asterisk).
Figure 4.22: Robo1/Robo2 ablation leads to misalignment of CoM fibers.
Whole-mount staining against Neurofilament and Synaptophysin (green) as well as Actin (red).
Diaphragm of wildtype animals have a normal alignment of muscle fibers (A’, arrow head), while
double mutant animals for Robo1/2 have a substantial unorganized myofiber appearance (B’,
arrow head). However, wildtype and mutant embryos showed a normal innervation by PN axons
(A, B, asterisk). Robo1+/+/Robo2+/+: n=3, B’). Robo1-/-/Robo2-/-: n=4. Scale bar: 200 μm.
Thus, systemic ablation of Robo1 and Robo2 leads to significant increase of PN de-
fasciculation within the thoracic diaphragm, but no axons are misguided into the CTR
and as a consequence, also no EMs are formed. However, myofibers of the CoM are
rigorously misaligned.
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Discussion
Development and maturation of neuronal circuits are pivotal for functional innervation
of muscles and thereby the viability of any organism. Uncovering the underlying mech-
anisms of peripheral nerve pathfinding during development thus ultimately may be ben-
eficial for treatment of various self-acquired or genetic deficits, such as paraplegia or
nerve-muscle related diseases like amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or progressive
muscular atrophy (PMA), which also result in impairment of breathing due to the loss
of motor innervation and subsequent degeneration of the thoracic diaphragm. Under-
standing the complete genetic fundament of phrenic nerve and diaphragm development
is thus crucial to establish treatments for developmental or postnatal degenerative dis-
eases. Therefore, we employed two different genetic approaches to uncover the influ-
ence of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling on PN targeting of the PPF and branching within the
diaphragm. Intriguingly, phrenic axons not only misprojected into the CTR, but, unex-
pectedly, also innervated ectopic musculature, thus raising questions concerning the
primary mechanisms for (ectopic) muscle formation.
5.1 Sema3-Npn-1 signaling is not involved in early tar-
geting of the PPF
Prevention of functional signaling between class 3 Semaphorins and its receptor Npn-1
leads to premature ingrowth into the developing limb bud, defasciculation of limb inner-
vating sensory and motor projections, and axon pathfinding defects during the develop-
ment of neuronal circuits (Huber et al., 2005; Huettl et al., 2011). We show here that a
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proportion of somatic motor neurons of the phrenic nucleus express Npn-1 during axon
targeting towards the brachial plexus, their stopover at the PPF and the final branching
within the developing diaphragm musculature. Systemic or motor neuron specific elim-
ination of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling causes a slight defasciculation of all spinal nerves,
most likely also axons of both phrenic nerves, within the brachial plexus region, how-
ever, it does not affect fasciculation of the PN to one distinct branch or targeted growth
towards the PPF. Nonetheless, we could not quantify defasciculation of PN projections
due to the impossibility to clearly distinguish PN axons from other axonal tracks within
the brachial plexus. Modern three dimensional reconstruction of high resolution confo-
cal microscopy images might allow the discrimination of brachial and phrenic nerves.
Our data indicates that PN axons utilize different guidance mechanisms than pro-
jections of the LMC in the brachial plexus to avoid a black-out or an intermixture of
axon tracts of both respiratory and locomotor systems upon loss of one peripheral axon
guidance system. Interestingly, systemic deletion of the homebox transcription factor
Hb9, for example, leads to a severe misprojection of various classes of somatic MNs
at brachial levels, including pMNs. In Hb9 knockout embryos, PN axons might be redi-
rected into the limb bud during early development (Arber et al., 1999; Thaler et al.,
1999). However, pMNs might even not be specified, as Hb9 is mainly expressed in mo-
tor neuron progenitor cells and acts as an important transcription factor for MNmigration
and settling in the ventral horn of the spinal cord (Arber et al., 1999). Furthermore, hy-
pomorphic embryos for the transcription factor Isl1 phenocopy the reduction of MNs of
the MMC, and possibly of the PMC, which results in misguidance of LMC neurons and,
intrestingly, a complete absence of PN projections (Liang et al., 2011). In contrast, the
columnar organization of somatic MNs also influences directed target innervation, as
systemic deletion of the transcription factor FoxP1 leads to an extensive increase of
neurons within the MMC, including neurons of the PMC, which ultimately leads to an
increase of phrenic nerve thickness due to an excess of pMNs (Rousso et al., 2008).
Similar PN guidance defects into the limb or epiaxial mesenchyme in Npn-1Sema- and
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutants cannot be completely excluded. Such guidance defects
might be uncovered by the combination of retrograde tracings of limb/epaxial projecting
axons and specific neuronal markers of the phrenic nucleus in combination with the
comparison of axon count of both PNs (Helmbrecht et al., 2015). One mechanism that
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might possibly govern early fasciculation and/or targeting of the PN is the interaction
of the transmembrane glycoprotein Alcam (activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule)
as it is specifically expressed at brachial levels in motor neurons of the phrenic nucleus
(Philippidou et al., 2012). However, mice with systemic deletion of Alcam have only a
mild defasciculation of axons, including intercostal nerves, and are viable, which ren-
ders the function of Alcam as a specific PN guidance mechanism unlikely (Dillon et al.,
2005; Weiner et al., 2004).
Thus, PN axons are not affected like axons originating from the LMC that innervate
limb musculature in Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant mice (Huber et al.,
2005; Huettl et al., 2011). As Sema3-Npn-1 signaling is not involved in guidance of
PN axons towards the PPF, unbiased experiments that compare the level of gene ex-
pression between limb mesenchym and PPFs, in combination with retrograde labeling
of pMNs, by microarray or next generation sequencing might uncover promising candi-
date genes that are involved in axon guidance, and are not affecting cell specification
and/or neuron survival.
5.2 Systemic andMN-specific ablation of Sema3-Npn-1
signaling shows a severe effect during innervation
of the diaphragm musculature
In contrast to the moderate phenotype prior to diaphragm innervation and targeting,
mutants of both used mouse lines revealed a severe increase of axon branching over
the whole period of diaphragm development. Interestingly, both mouse lines are born
in a normal Mendelian inheritance, however, a high percentage of mutant embryos do
not survive the first postnatal week (Gu et al., 2003; Söllner, 2012), which provides ev-
idence for a neonatal and not a developmental effect. The high incidence of neonatal
lethality might indicate that the degree of defasciculation and therewith myofiber inner-
vation might have an effect on neonatal survival. For example, in animals where the
transcription factor Hox5 or the receptor Unc5c (Unc-5 homolog C (C. elegans)) were
mutated, a substantial reduction of costal muscle innervation of the diaphragm was
observed, which leads to neonatal cyanosis (Burgess et al., 2006; Philippidou et al.,
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2012). Interestingly, other members of the netrin signaling pathways, such as Deleted
in colorectal cancer (Dcc), Neogenin (Neo1) and Netrin1 (Ntn1), also seem to have an
effect on PN branching within the diaphragm (Burgess et al., 2006). Furthermore, sys-
temic ablation of erbB2, a receptor tyrosine kinase results in a similar defasciculation
of the PN during innervation of both diaphragm muscles. In contrast to Npn-1Sema- and
Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant embryos, however, deletion of erbB2 leads to a degener-
ation of NMJs from E14.5 onwards due to the complete loss of NMJ stabilizing Schwann
cells and thus results in neonatal death (Lin et al., 2000; Morris et al., 1999). Intriguingly,
conditional gain-of-function experiments with early (Myo-Cre+) or later (HSA-Cre+) mus-
cle specific stabilization of β-catenin showed a likewise strong increase of PN branching
which is related to a broadening of the centered NMJ band (Liu et al., 2012; Wu et al.,
2012). It is unlikely that neonatal death of Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mu-
tants is caused by such NMJ destabilization and band broadening, as the majority of
both neonatal mutant pups are vital and did not show any NMJ defects. In contrast to
an apparent increase of PN branching within the diaphragm musculature after ablation
of systemic or MN specific Npn-1 signaling, double knock-out of the receptor tyrosine
phosphatases D and S (PTPRD and PTPRS) in mice also show normal PPF targeting
but completely lack initial branching and therewith later innervation of diaphragm mus-
cles (Uetani, 2006). Interestingly, this lack of myofiber innervation by PN axons resulted
in a similar thinning of costal diaphragmmuscles observed in Olig2mutant embryos and
therefore underlines the independence of primary muscle development from functional
innervation by MN axons.
Thus, Sema3-Npn-1 signaling acts cell-autonomously during diaphragm innerva-
tion on PN axon branching throughout diaphragm development while NMJ formation is
normal. Furthermore, neonatal lethality of both investigated mouse lines is more likely
caused by another effect, most likely diaphragm disfunction caused by ectopic muscle
formation.
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5.3 Ectopic muscles in the CTR of the diaphragm are
innervated by misrouted axons of the PN after ab-
lation of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling
Diaphragm misdevelopment causes e.g. hernias, which in turn cause neonatal lethal-
ity due to the inability to breathe and a displacement of abdominal organs to the tho-
racic cave (Merrell et al., 2015). Interestingly, while we found no hernias in our mutant
embryos, we observed significantly higher numbers of PN axons that occasionally pro-
jected into the CTR, and the majority of these misguided axons innervated EMs. One
explanation for the lack of ectopic myocyte fusion might be that cells in the periphery
of ectopic growth cones are either not mitotically active or initially to few to provide a
sufficient cell density and thereby cell-cell contact for myocyte fusion. It has been re-
ported that fusion of myocytes, at least in vitro, depend on cell density and a variety of
extracellular released molecules (Konigsberg, 1971; Tanaka et al., 2011). It would be
interesting, if ectopic growth cones without maturated myofibers are at least surrounded
by MPCs during development of the diaphragm CTR. However, it can be assumed that
misprojected axons that don’t innervate EMs later degenerate due to a missing trophic
support (Luo and O’Leary, 2005). Furthermore, EM size is significantly reduced in adult
wildtype as well as mutant animals. This might have two underlying possibilities: First,
more myofibers are formed that can’t be functionally innervated by ectopic axons or sec-
ond, all ectopically fused myofibers are initially innervated but NMJs are not stabilized
neonatally. Both mechanisms would lead to a muscle atrophy during adulthood (Glass,
2005; Jackman, 2004). Nevertheless, the majority of EM patches were maintained until
late adulthood, which implies a functional innervation by the PN.
This formation of EMs raises the question whether misguided axons or mismigrated
MPCs initiate the process of EM formation? The development of these EMs might have
different causes: First, transdifferentiation of tendon progenitor cells or fibroblasts of the
PPF to MPCs or directly into myoblasts caused by yet unknown secreted cues of the
misprojected growth cones. Second, another possible reason is the attraction and/or
condensation of migrating myoblasts towards the growth cones of misguided PN axons
and a following cellular fusion to myofibers.
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The current opinion of diaphragm muscle development consists of pioneering my-
oblasts that delaminate from the ventrolateral lip of the dermomyotome and migrate to
their final mesenchymal compartment to provide a target point for following mitotically
active myoblasts which then will fuse to myofibers (Babiuk et al., 2003; Dietrich et al.,
1999; Merrell et al., 2015). Furthermore, recent findings revealed the importance of
GATA4+ PPF fibroblasts for normal development of the diaphragm, by supporting pro-
liferation and suppressing apoptosis of MPCs (Merrell et al., 2015).
We favor a migratory mechanism of MPCs due to the position of EMs on top of
the CTR. It might be possible, that this mismigration of MPCs is caused by the lack of
Sema3-Npn-1 signaling inNpn-1Sema- mutant embryos. Considering that tissue-specific
ablation of Npn-1 receptors in pMNs mimics both aberrant projections into the CTR and
EM formation of systemically abolished Sema3-Npn-1 signaling, the direct involvement
of this pathway in MPC migration is, however, doubtful. Therefore, a secondary mech-
anism, which is independent of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling, might be the reason for mismi-
gration of MPCs into the CTR and subsequent myocyte fusion. This signaling could be
mediated by secreted ligands or by direct interaction of growth cones and MPCs during
innervation of developing (ectopic) muscles.
One possibility for secreted ligands by phrenic growth cones would be Sema3A, as
in vitro experiments with mouse myoblasts cell lines indicated that Sema3A can upregu-
late Myogenin (Suzuki et al., 2013), which is an indispensable transcription factor during
skeletal muscle development (Nabeshima et al., 1993). Sema3A is also expressed in
the phrenic nucleus (data not shown) and its secretion from misprojecting growth cones
into the CTR might induce myogenesis in PPF fibroblasts within the CTR by the induc-
tion of a similar myogenic pathway. Contrary, chemotaxis assays with recombinant
Sema3A revealed a strongly repulsive effect on Npn-1 expressing MPCs and therefore
condensation of MPCs around misproject growth cones is implausible.
Contact mediated fusion of myocytes that is initialized by the interaction with MN
growth cones is another possibility. Even if a direct ligand-receptor system that stimu-
lates myocyte fusion is currently unknown, conditional stabilization of β-catenin in skele-
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tal muscle cells interestingly results not only in an increased branching of the PN along
the costal muscles of the diaphragm, but also in establishment of EMs in the CTR
that formed NMJ bands and were innervated by misprojecting axons from the PN (Wu
et al., 2012). The authors postulated that newly formed EMs attract misprojecting axons
during development of the diaphragm from E14.5 onwards. In contrast, we observed
misprojecting axons as early as E13.5, before fused myofibers were visible at E15.5.
This discrepancy illustrates that the sequence of muscle development and its innerva-
tion has to be further elucidated.
To this end, our results demonstrate that a cell-autonomous effect of Sema3-Npn-1
signaling governs PN fasciculation during diaphragm muscle innervation, while a di-
rect involvement of Npn-1 in EM formation is rendered highly unlikely. Nevertheless,
the specific function of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling during muscle development is currently
unknown.
5.4 Diaphragm myoblasts from costal muscles are at-
tracted by Slits
Due to a cell-autonomous effect of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling in PN branching and ectopic
muscle formation in the diaphragm, we hypothesize a secondary, underlying mecha-
nism that causes misguided myoblast migration and later fusion. The tight interaction
of migrating pMN growth cones and myoblasts provides a tightly specified microenvi-
ronment and therefore can also influence myoblast migration. This delamination and
migration of pMPCs from the dermomyotome (DM) to their final targets is crucial for the
correct patterning of the musculoskeletal system. Disturbance of native guidance sig-
nals, such as SF/HGF-c-Met signaling, or ablation of its upstream transcription factors
like Pax3 or Lbx1, lead to severely impaired skeletal muscle phenotypes (Brohmann
et al., 2000; Dietrich et al., 1999; Swartz et al., 2001), and therewith also perturb di-
aphragms formation (Babiuk et al., 2003; Babiuk and Greer, 2002).
Recent findings revealed a direct effect of Slit-Robo signaling not only on phrenic
nerve fasciculation (Jaworski and Tessier-Lavigne, 2012), but sclerotome-released Slit
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proteins were also shown to repel pioneering myoblasts during early embryonic devel-
opment (Halperin-Barlev and Kalcheim, 2011). At later stages, migrating pioneering
myoblasts are attracted by Slit proteins released by the tendon to guide them to their
final destination (Kramer, 2001). We hypothesized that Slit-Robo signaling between
motor neuron growth cones and pioneering and/or migrating myoblasts might be the
underlying origin of ectopic muscle formation in Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+
mutant mice. In wildtype animals, migrating myoblasts might be attracted by Slit that
is potentially released from the myotendinous junction between the CTR and costal
muscles. In addition, Slit, secreted by motor neuron growth cones during muscle inner-
vation concentrates at the NMJ band (Figure 5.1A) and may act as a migration target
for secondary myogenesis, as Olig2 mutants, in which all somatic motor neurons and
their projections are absent, show a significantly thinned diaphragmmuscle. In contrast,
misprojecting PN axons into the CTR in embryos with systemic or motor neuron specific
ablation of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling may continue to release a high level of Slit proteins
which subsequently might pull some myoblasts out of the developing costal muscles as
axons aberrantly invade the tendon region. Within the newly formed microenvironment,
which is composed of MN growth cones and myoblasts, ectopic muscles are formed
by myoblast fusion due to autocrine signaling between neighboring myoblasts and/or
paracrine trophic support provided by ectopic growth cones of the PN (Figure 5.1B).
Nonetheless, verification of spatial expression of Slit proteins is mandatory. However,
available antibodies against Slit1 or Slit2 did not bind on embryonic cryosections and
ISH against Slits is not feasible as transcripts are mostly located within the soma. Pos-
sible methods that could visualize Slit expression would include direct fluorescence
tagging by creating fusion proteins or indirectly by ALP-tagged purified Robo receptors.
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Figure 5.1: Hypothesis of EM formation in the CTR of the diaphragm.
Schematic view of hypothetical phrenic nerve and myoblast interaction during diaphragm devel-
opment. In wildtype embryos, Slit is released from cells of the PPF at the border between CTR
and premature muscle. In addition, Slit is also accumulated in the proximity of PN growth cones
at the midline of newly formed costal muscles where it attracts resident MPCs (A). In Npn-1Sema-
and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutant animals, axons that misproject into the CTR continue to re-
lease Slit and pull out some resident MPCs, which later fuse to striated myofibers (B).
We could provide a first indication that Slit1 and Slit2 have an attractive effect on in
vitro cultured pMPCs of the developing costal diaphragm muscles. Beside our postu-
lated mechanism of MPC guidance by MN growth cones in vivo, axonal-derived Slit2
could also be involved in NMJ stabilization, as muscle intrinsic Slit2 can compensate
NMJ formation when β-catenin is deleted in a skeletal actin background (Wu et al.,
2015). Therefore, Slit2 might be essential for anterograde as well as retrograde signal-
ing between axonal tips and myocytes.
Interestingly, some primary cells turn towards repulsion when Slit1 and Slit2 proteins
are combined, which possibly relies on receptor complex formation of Robo and their
coreceptors and therewith modification of downstream signaling (reviewed in (Ypsilanti
et al., 2010)). Nevertheless, it is unlikely that axonal-derived Slit1 has a major role in
vivo, as it is not expressed in the ventral horn of the spinal cord during innervation of
the diaphragm (Jaworski and Tessier-Lavigne, 2012). In contrast, Slit, which is released
from the midline in Drosophila, is involved in early repulsion of MPCs (Kramer, 2001).
Furthermore, it seems that Slit-mediated repulsion during delamination of MPCs from
the dermomyotome is phylogenetically conserved, as Slit1 directs the migration in a
somite-intrinsic manner in avian (Halperin-Barlev and Kalcheim, 2011). Remarkably,
initial Slit-mediated repulsion of MPCs turns towards attraction at the future MAS. The
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main source of Slit during myocyte attraction in later development seems to be cells in
the MASs, likely tendon progenitor cells (Kramer, 2001).
Therefore, Robo+ MPCs might be initially repulsed from the DM by sclerotome-
released Slit1 and subsequently captured by Slit2-releasing MN growth cones that
project towards their final targets. It is unlikely that axonal Slit affects guidance of
MPCs during the primary myogenic wave, as ablation of all motor neurons, by dele-
tion of its Olig2+ progenitors, is not affecting overall diaphragm muscle formation, even
though costal diaphragm muscles are weakened, which favors the involvement of MN
axons in muscle hypertrophy. Remarkably, muscle formation was altogether normal
when Robo1/Robo2 or Slit2 were systemically abled, while PN axons were severely
defasciculated (personal communication with Alexander Jaworski and (Jaworski and
Tessier-Lavigne, 2012)). Nevertheless, MPCs might be especially sensitive to extracel-
lular Slit signals during the secondary wave of myogenesis and misguided PN axons
into the CTR by disturbance of Sema3-Npn-1 signaling is responsible for EM formation.
However, only Slit2 ablation in MNs or deletion of Robo1/2 in MPCs, in combination with
axon guidance disturbance, can elucidate the underlying mechanisms of Slit-Robo sig-
naling in vivo.
5.5 Ectopic muscles might be the cause of neonatal
lethality after manipulation of Sema3-Npn-1 signal-
ing
Approximately 40%ofNpn-1Sema- and 30%ofNpn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutants die neona-
tally, which might be caused by EMs that impair normal diaphragm muscle function
(Söllner, 2012; Gu et al., 2003). If EMs are the reason of neonatal lethality it is most
likely due to the misalignment of EM fibers to costal myofibers that can decrease the
overall contractibility of the diaphragm and therewith total available lung volume. Fur-
thermore, the majority of EMs develop on the left side of the CTR and the cumulative
EM area is significant higher in both mutant mouse lines when compared to wildtype
mice.
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An indirect method to detect affected breathing possibly caused by EMs in mutant
animals would be a lung functionality test to compare lung volumes of mutant and
wildtype animals. However, another potential approach would be the simulation of di-
aphragm contraction by a finite element model, where EMs could be inserted as distur-
bance elements. Additionally, electromyography and electroneuronography on single
muscle fiber and misprojecting PN axons, which would be a challenging experimental
setup due to the small size and frailty of the tissues, could provide evidence for func-
tionality. Nevertheless, it might be the combination of EMs and misinnervation of the
costal muscle proportion which provoke neonatal death.
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Taken together, Sema3-Npn1 signaling plays only a minor role during early PN targeting
of the PPF, while systemic or motor neuron specific deletion of this signaling pathway
lead to severe defasciculation of phrenic nerve branches during sophisticated innerva-
tions of the diaphragm musculature. Furthermore, Npn-1Sema- or Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+
mutants reveal that several PN axons misproject into the CTR and innervate EMs which
are observed until late adulthood. As Sema3-Npn1 signaling is not disturbed in my-
oblasts of conditional mutants, we provide first evidence that a secondary axon guid-
ance mechanism, namely Slit-Robo signaling, may have an attractive effect on a sub-
population of primary in vitro cultured MPCs. Future comprehensive understanding of
the close interaction between motor neuron growth cones and myoblasts/myofibers dur-
ing development, adulthood and various muscle related diseases will help to develop
cures for novel therapeutic treatments. Future experiments should include the following
approaches to verify our hypothesis in vivo:
1. Conditional ablation of Slit2 and Npn-1 in an Olig2-Cre or Hb9-Cre background
should lead to a similar or even higher, caused by the additional loss of interaxonal
Slit-Robo signaling, defasciculation of PN axons and therewith misprojection into
the CTR. However, as Robo expressing MPCs are not exhibited to Slit2 molecules
that are released by misguided as well as normal innervating PN growth cones,
we do not expect MPC migration into the CTR and subsequent EM formation.
2. Conditional ablation of Robo1 and Robo2 receptors in long-range migrating MPCs
by crossing with an early (Pax3-Cre) or a late (Lbx1-Cre) in combination with MN
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specific removal of Npn-1 should lead to comparable results as conditional abla-
tion of Slit2 in pMNs, as migrating MPCs cannot bind anymore to axonal-derived
or any other source of Slit2 (and Slit1).
3. Furthermore, we observed a severe disorganization of myofibers after systemic
loss of Robo1/2 dependend signaling. It would be interesting, if this misalignment
is caused by the loss of axon-derived signals or alternative sources, presumably
TPCs. Therefore, TPC-specific ablation (Scx-Cre) of Slit ligands could uncover
the mechanism.
4. However, no distinct ligand-receptor signaling pathway is currently identified that
guides bilateral PNs towards the PPF during development. A promising approach
would be the dissection of PPFs at different development stages right before
growth cones of PNs have reached the PPFs and subsequent next-generation
sequencing (NGS) to uncover ligands that are involved in axon pathfinding. Addi-
tionally, retrograde tracing of phrenic MNs by fluorescence labeled dextrans with
successive fluorescent activated cell sorting and NGS could reveal corresponding
receptors.
5. The high number of EMs in Npn-1Sema- and Npn-1cond-/-;Olig2-Cre+ mutants ani-
mals or the intercrossing of myofibers in Robo1/Robo2 double mutant embryos
might affect normal physiological function. As electrophysiological recordings are
very challenging during embryonic development, the establishment of a basic
computational model using the finite element method (FEM) for diaphragm con-
traction and therewith lung volume changes during breathing of healthy wildtype
mice. Such model could be calibrated on on available experimental data to simu-
late how EMs in the diaphragm are affecting the overall force generation and the
lung volume change.
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Supplementary data
Figure 7.1: Whole mount staining of Npn-1Sema- heterozygote embryos.
Whole mount immunohistochemistry against Hb9::eGFP (somatic motor projections, green)
and neurofilament (motor and sensory axons, red) at stage E11.5 (A) and E12.5 (B).
Npn-1Sema- heterozygote embryos are indistinguishable from wildtype embryos (Figure 12A,
A’) during diaphragm targeting by the PNs and show a fasciculated phrenic projections af-
ter the brachial plexus at E11.5 (A, B, arrowheads). One day later, at E12.5, PN ax-
ons reach the developing diaphragm as a fasciculated nerve branch (B, arrow heads).
The PN faithfully targets the primordial developing diaphragm and starts to branch dor-
sally and ventrally at E12.5 (A’-C’, arrows). H:Heart, L: Liver, Lu: Lung. Scale bar: 200 μm.
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Figure 7.2: Whole mount staining of Npn-1Sema- and quantification of defasciculation.
Whole diaphragm staining against neurofilament and synaptophysin (green). Diaphragms of
Npn-1Sema+/- animals establish three distinct branches (arrow heads) after the PN entry point
(arrow), which is comparable to wildtype embryos (A, A’) Schematic representations of PN in-
nervation of the diaphragm at E16.5 (A’). Scale bar: 1 ,mm. Quantification by a Sholl analysis
revealed analogous results for axonal branching in the left CoM hemisphere, while, interest-
ingly, defasciculation in the right CoM hemisphere is more comparable to the situation in mutant
animals (B). (left: 4.28±0.12 intersections (int), p≥0.05; right: 8.55±0.20 int; n = 3, p≤0.05).
Entire defasciculation of the PN during E13.5 to E16.5 is shown by the sum of all intersec-
tions (SOI, C). The SOI of Npn-1Sema+/- embryos never showed a significant difference in all
observed stages when compared to littermate controls. Data represents mean & SEM. Sig-
nificance levels: * equals p≤0.05, ns: not significant. Left hemisphere - E13.5: 58.50±8.50
SOI; E14.5: 69.00±7.57 SOI; E15.5: 112.00±19.55 SOI; E16.5: 159.00±15.83 SOI and right
hemisphere - E13.5: 63.00±2.65 SOI; E14.5: 105.30±13.67 SOI; E15.5: 162.3±21.06 SOI;
E16.5: 228.3,±17.27 SOI. All values: n = 3 and p≥0.05 when compared to wildtype embryos.
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Figure 7.3: Quantification of EM formation and misprojecting axons of Npn-1Sema+/- em-
bryos.
Whole mount diaphragm staining against neurofilament (green), actin (blue) and neuromus-
cular junctions (NMJs, red) revealed some misprojecting axons into the CTR (A, ar-
row heads), which innervated ectopic muscles in the CTR (A, A’, dotted lines). Quan-
tification of misguided axons and EM formation revealed no significant difference when
compared to wildtype embryos (B, C) over the whole diaphragm development. Scale
bar: 200 μm. Misprojecting axons: E13.5: 0.50±0.29, n = 4; E14.5: 0.50±0.50, n = 4;
E15.5: 0.00±0.00, n = 4; E16.5: 0.75±0.48, n = 4; E17.5: 0.78±0.22, n = 9; E18.5:
2.60±0.68, n = 5; E19.5/P0: 0.63±0.26, n = 8. Ectopic muscles: E15.5: 0.71±0.29,
n = 7; E16.5: 0.38±0.18, n = 8; E17.5: 1.14±0.26, n = 7; E18.5: 1.56±0.47, n = 9;
E19.5/P0: 0.71±0.47, n = 7, adult: 0.25±0.25, n = 4. Data represents the mean & SEM.
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Appendix
Abbreviations
AChR Acetylcholine receptor
AER Apical ectodermal ridge
ALP Alkaline phosphatase
ALS Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
AP Action potential
Arhgap39 Rho GTPase activating protein 39
BCIP 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyphosphate
Bmp Bone morphogenic protein
BötC Bötzinger complex
CAM Cellular adhesion molecule
cAMP Cyclic adenosine monophosphate
Cdc42 Cell division cycle 42
CDH Congenital diaphragmatic hernia
cGMP Cyclic guanosine monophosphate
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c-hairy1 Chicken hairy homologue 1
c-Met Met proto-oncogene
CoM Costal diaphragm muscle
COM Center of mass
COS CV-1 in Origin with SV40 genes
CPG Central pattern generator
CrM Crural diaphragm muscle
CTR Central tendon region
CUB Complement C1r/C1s, Uegf, Bmp1
DAPI 4,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol
DCC Deleted in colorectal carcinoma
DEPC Diethyl dicarbonate
dH2O Distilled Water
DIG Digoxigenin
DLL Dorsolateral lip
DM Dermomyotome
DMEM Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
DRG Dorsal root ganglia
DSHB Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank
Duf Dumbfounded
E.Coli Escherichia Coli
ECM Extracellular matrix
EGF Epidermal growth factor
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ErbB2 Erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 2
ESC Embryonic stem cell
Fah Fumarylacetoactate hydrolase
FBS Fetal bovine serum
FC Founder cell
FCM Fusion competent myoblast
Fgf Fibroblast growth factor
FoxP1 Forkhead transcription factor P1
FMI Forward migration index
FV/FVII Coagulation factor V/VIII homology
Gata4 GATA binding protein 4
gDNA Genomic DNA
GFP Green fluorescence protein
GPI Glycosylphosphatidylinositol
GTPase Guanosine triphosphatease
H Heart
HS Horse serum
HSPG Heparan sulphate proteoglycan
IOS Inspiratory off-switch
ISH In situ hybridization
IVC Individually ventilated cage
Kon Kon-tiki
L Liver
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LMC Lateral motor column
LPbr Lateral parabrachial subgroup
Lrp4 Lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4
Lu Lung
Mapk1 Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1
MAS Muscle attachment side
MEF Myogenic regulatory factor
MMC Medial motor column
MN Motor neurons
MPCs Muscle progenitor cells
Msx1 Msh homeobox 1
MTJ Myotendinous junction
Musk Muscle/skeletal receptor tyrosine kinase
MyoD1 Myogenic differentiation 1
NBT Nitro-blue tetrazolium
NCAM Neuronal adhesion molecule
NCC Neuronal crest cell
Ndst1 N-deacetylase/N-sulfotransferase (heparan glucosaminyl) 1
Nfasc Neurofascin
NGS Next-Generation Sequencing
NMJ Neuromuscular junction
NTS Nucleus of the solitary tract
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ON Over night
OC1 One cut domain, family member 1
P Polymerase
PBS Phosphate buffered saline
Pbx1 Pre-B-cell leukemia homeobox 1
PFA Paraformaldehyd
pFRG/RTN Parafacial respiratory group or retrotrapezoid nucleus
PKFC Parabrachial Kölliker-fuse complex
PMA Progressive muscular atrophy
PMC Phrenic motor column
pMN Phrenic motor neurons
pMPC Primary muscle progenitor cell
PN phrenic nerve
PNEP Phrenic nerve entry point
Pou3f1 POU domain, class 3, transcription factor
PRG Pontine respiratory group
PSA Polysialic acid
PSI Plexin, semaphorin, and integrin domain
PSM Pre-somitic mesoderm
Ptk2 Protein tyrosine kinase 2
RA Retinoic acid
Rac1 RAS-related C3 botulinum substrate 1
RE Restriction Enzyme
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Reln Reelin
RhoA Ras homolog family member A
RockI Rho-associated coiled-coil containing protein kinase 1
RPTP Receptor tyrosine phosphatase
RS Respiratory system
RT Room temperature
RTK Receptor tyrosine kinase
Scx Scleraxis
Sdc Syndecan
SEM Standard error of mean
Sema Semaphorin
SF/HGF Scatter facor/hepatocyte growth factor
Shh Sonic hedgehog
Six Sine oculis-related homeobox
SOI Sum of intersections
ST Septum transversum
SVZ Subventricular zone
Tgfb1 Transforming growth factor, beta 1
Tnmd Tenomodulin
TPC Tendon progenitor cell
Vasp Vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein
VEGF165 Vascular endothelial growth factor isoform 165
VLL Ventrolateral lip
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Wnt Wingless-type MMTV integration site
Zfpm2 Zinc finger protein, FOG family member 2
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